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ABSTRACT
Informed forest management requires accurate, up-to-date information. Groundbased forest inventory is commonly conducted to generate estimates of forest
characteristics with a predetermined level of statistical confidence. As the importance of
monitoring forest resources has increased, budgetary and logistical constraints often limit
the resources needed for precise estimates. In this research, the incorporation of ancillary
information in planted loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.) forest inventory was investigated.
Additionally, a simulation study using synthetic populations provided the basis for
investigating the effects of plot and stand-level inventory aggregations on predictions and
projections of future forest conditions.
Forest regeneration surveys are important for assessing conditions immediately
after plantation establishment. An unmanned aircraft system was evaluated for its ability
to capture imagery that could be used to automate seedling counting using two computer
vision approaches. The imagery was found to be unreliable for consistent detection in the
conditions evaluated. Following establishment, conditions are assessed throughout the
lifespan of forest plantations. Using small area estimation (SAE) methods, the
incorporation of light detection and ranging (lidar) and thinning status improved the
precision of inventory estimates compared with ground data alone. Further investigation
found that reduced density lidar point clouds and lower resolution elevation models could
be used to generate estimates with similar increases in precision. Individual tree detection
estimates of stand density were found to provide minimal improvements in estimation
precision when incorporated into the SAE models.
Plot and stand level inventory aggregations were found to provide similar
estimates of future conditions in simulated stands without high levels of spatial
heterogeneity. Significant differences were noted when spatial heterogeneity was high.

Model form was found to have a more significant effect on the observed differences than
plot size or thinning status.
The results of this research are of interest to forest managers who regularly
conduct forest inventories and generate estimates of future stand conditions. The
incorporation of auxiliary data in mid-rotation stands using SAE techniques improved
estimate precision in most cases. Further, guidance on strategies for using this
information for predicting future conditions is provided.
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GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT
Informed forest management requires accurate, up-to-date information. Groundbased sampling (inventory) is commonly used to generate estimates of forest
characteristics such as total wood volume, stem density per unit area, heights, and
regeneration survival. As the importance of assessing forest resources has increased,
resources are often not available to conduct proper assessments. In this research, the
incorporation of ancillary information in planted loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.) forest
inventory was investigated. Additionally, a simulation study investigated the effects of
two forest inventory data aggregation methods on predictions and projections of future
forest conditions.
Forest regeneration surveys are important for assessing conditions immediately
after tree planting. An unmanned aircraft system was evaluated for its ability to capture
imagery that could be used to automate seedling counting. The imagery was found to be
unreliable for use in accurately detecting seedlings in the conditions evaluated. Following
establishment, forest conditions are assessed at additional points in forest development.
Using a class of statistical estimators known as small-area estimation, a combination of
ground and light detection and ranging data generated more confident estimates of forest
conditions. Further investigation found that more coarse ancillary information can be
used with similar confidence in the conditions evaluated.
Forest inventory data are used to generate estimates of future conditions needed
for management decisions. The final component of this research found that there are
significant differences between two inventory data aggregation strategies when forest
conditions are highly spatially variable.

The results of this research are of interest to forest managers who regularly assess
forest resources with inventories and models. The incorporation of ancillary information
has potential to enhance forest resource assessments. Further, managers have guidance on
strategies for using this information for estimating future conditions.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Forest management requires accurate, reliable, up-to-date information for
informed decisions. Forest resources are generally assessed using ground-based forest
inventory and predictive models. Forest inventory with fixed or variable radius sample
plots, has been traditionally used at certain points in stand development to collect
information needed for planning, management decisions, and fiduciary reporting
responsibilities. Inventory is rarely conducted annually and estimates of future conditions
are often required. Growth and yield models are commonly used to predict future
conditions and project current conditions to a future date (Burkhart et al. 2019). Southern
pines account for approximately 16% of global commercial wood production. Of these
species, loblolly pine is the most widely planted and intensively managed species (Zhao
et al. 2016). In recent years, timberland ownership in the southeastern United States has
undergone significant changes (Fox et al. 2007). The emergence of the timberland
investment organization following the divestiture of timberlands by vertically integrated
forest products companies have led to frequent land exchanges and increased
fragmentation. A combination of rapid acquisitions and dispositions and fiduciary
reporting requirements have strained the ability of managers to reliably assess their forest
resources. Additionally, interest in plantation pine carbon cycles has increased. As
productivity and markets change, the implications on carbon storage are being actively
explored.
The need for reliable estimates of stand characteristics has inspired managers to
seek alternate sources of information for use in resource assessments. In this research, the
incorporation of auxiliary information in operational loblolly pine forest inventory was
investigated at multiple points of stand development. It is common to first conduct a
forest inventory soon after plantation establishment to assess survival and possible
recruitment (Ezell 2011). The incorporation of unmanned aircraft system (UAS) imagery
was investigated for its potential to be used for forest regeneration surveys. Following
stand establishment, forest inventory is conducted around the time of canopy closure (912 years old), immediately prior to and following a first thinning (13-20), and around the
time of additional thinning and final harvests. Using light detection and ranging (lidar)
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and thinning status as auxiliary information, small area estimation (SAE) methods were
investigated for their potential to improve the precision of total volume estimates.
Further, the effects of SAE estimates using auxiliary data with lower resolution were
investigated.
Forest inventory is expensive and time consuming making yearly inventory
impractical. Additionally, future estimates of stand characteristics are often needed for
planning and management purposes. A simulation study using synthetic loblolly pine
populations with four levels of spatial heterogeneity was conducted to assess inventory
data aggregation effects on predicted and projected stand characteristics.
The overall objective of this research was to provide decision support to forest
inventory managers through the incorporation of auxiliary data and simulation. Specific
topics investigated in each chapter include the following:
1) Assess the potential for UAS imagery and computer vision techniques for use
in forest regeneration surveys.
2) Investigate the incorporation of auxiliary data in SAE methods for improving
the precision of inventory estimates.
3) Investigate additional topics related to using SAE methods including: lidar
point cloud density, elevation model resolution, incorporation of lidar
individual tree detection counts, and the reliability of the observed patterns of
improved precision with SAE.
4) Compare the differences between plot-level and stand-level inventory
predictions and projections on common characteristics of interest including
density, basal area and volume under varying levels of spatial heterogeneity.

The second chapter in this work has been submitted for publication and the final
chapter was published prior to the completion of the dissertation. The remaining chapters
will be prepared and submitted for publication. In addition to the chapters relating to the
research objectives, an overall introduction and conclusion are included for context and
general conclusions.
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Chapter 2 Plantation loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.) seedling
counts with unmanned aerial vehicle imagery: opportunities
and challenges
2.1. Abstract
An unmanned aircraft system (UAS) was evaluated for its potential to capture
imagery for use in plantation loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.) regeneration surveys. Five
stands located in the Virginia Piedmont were evaluated in which one had completed a
single growing season and four had completed two. Imagery was collected using a
recreational grade unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) at three flight altitudes ~200 ft, ~260
ft, and ~360 ft using a camera capable of capturing red-green-blue imagery. Two
computer vision approaches were evaluated for their potential to automatically detect
seedlings in the imagery. The results of the study indicated that the proposed methods
were not capable of generating accurate, reliable counts of seedlings in the conditions
evaluated. Due to the presence of significant natural pine regeneration amongst the
planted trees and the small size of many planted seedlings, the imagery was not capable
of capturing enough detail for consistent detection. In conditions without a large natural
component and planted seedlings large enough to be captured in imagery, the automated
detection methods performed with high levels of accuracy in individual cases. Challenges
including global positioning system locational errors and image distortion made
comparisons between ground sample locations and imagery difficult. In summary, UAS
have potential for use in plantation loblolly pine regeneration surveys if the challenges
observed in this study can be addressed.
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2.2. Introduction
Plantation forests occupy approximately 35 million acres (14 million ha) in the
southeastern United States (Zhao et al. 2016). Loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.) is the most
extensively planted and intensively managed species in the region. Extensive artificial
regeneration of loblolly pine began in the 1930’s when the Civilian Conservation Corps
planted approximately 1.5 million acres (607,000 ha) on degraded agriculture land across
the Southeast. Following WWII, planting continued through the Soil Bank Program (Fox
et al. 2007). The results of early plantings using a combination of native seed sources and
establishment practices were inconsistent and set the stage for widespread efforts of
producing and deploying higher quality seedlings (Fox et al. 2007). Much like many
agricultural crops, tree breeding programs are commonplace and produce almost all the
seedlings currently planted across the region (McKeand et al. 2006). Genetic
improvement has greatly enhanced both the quantity and quantity of volume production
from previous generations of seedlings (McKeand et al. 2006).
Artificial regeneration affords many benefits when establishing a new forest.
Stand density is one of the most important aspects affecting the development of pine
plantations (Amateis and Burkhart 2012). Initial planting density has been extensively
shown to affect diameter at breast height (DBH), crown characteristics, mortality, stem
quality, and in some cases, height (e.g. Sharma et al. 2002; Amatais and Burkhart 2012;
Akers et al. 2013). It is common for significant coniferous natural regeneration to
develop in young plantations. This can alter the desired stand density, genetics, and
species composition. Pre-commercial thinning (PCT) is an option often used to control
unintended volunteer pines. PCT has been shown to increase DBH and volume growth in
overstocked loblolly pine stands (Lohrey 1977; Haywood 2005). Controlling hardwood
and herbaceous competition has also been shown to improve growth in young pine
plantations. In a regionwide study, Creighton et al. (1987) found significant increases in
height and DBH growth at every site evaluated after chemical control of herbaceous
competition. Controlling both herbaceous and hardwood competitors was found to
significantly increase the mean annual increment of volume growth in a region wide,
loblolly pine site preparation study (Zhao et al. 2009).
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With proper planting procedures and high-quality seedlings, loblolly pine survival
can be higher than 80% following establishment (Shiver et al. 1990). Despite this, poor
nursery practices, untrained planting crews, or natural climate variation can reduce
survival. In addition, natural pine regeneration can be significant leading to overly dense
conditions. Common practice is to assess survival one growing season after plantation
establishment (Ezell 2011); however, two years is acceptable in some cases. An accurate
count of stems per unit area early in the rotation is important for management decisions.
If poor survival or high natural regeneration is found, interplanting, precommercial
thinning, or stand re-establishment may be recommended. Models have been developed
to predict early stand survival (Hitch et al. 1996); however, they assume ideal planting
conditions and require inputs that may not be available in all cases. Further, they do not
account for the possibility of recruitment of natural stems. The importance of an accurate
stem count leads many forest managers to install small fixed-radius plots throughout
plantations to assess survival. Usually, every living stem is counted, and planted trees are
distinguished from natural trees if possible. Additional data regarding competing
vegetation and seedling size are often collected.
Statistically valid, well-executed ground samples will produce unbiased estimates
of tree counts over the long run. In some cases, however, stands exhibit large amounts of
variability leading to an inventory that does not reliably estimate density. Even in the
case of an accurate seedling count, inventory data are just one component of a forest
regeneration survey. Spatial patterns of characteristics such as survival, competing
vegetation, site wetness, and site productivity are generally not fully captured with
common inventory practice. Field inventories are often expensive and time consuming
leading to estimates that may not be reliable due to restrictions on sample intensity.
Unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) have recently emerged as a promising
technology for rapid natural resource assessments. The UAS is a combination of an
unmanned aircraft and any other systems needed for its operation (FAA 2016). UAS
aircraft, often referred to as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), generally operate in either
fixed-wing or rotary configurations. Fixed-wing aircraft benefit from longer battery life;
however, they suffer from the requirement of a larger take-off and landing area. Rotary
models have minimal take-off and landing restrictions, but battery life is limited
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compared with fixed-wing models. Both forms can be outfitted with a variety of sensors
including cameras and light detection and ranging (lidar). In addition, a global
positioning unit (GPS), an inertial measurement unit (IMU), and communication
equipment facilitate data collection and flight control. The use of UAS in the United
States are regulated by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) under regulations
outlined in the Small Unmanned Aircraft Rule (Part 107) Summary (FAA 2016).
Restrictions imposed by the FAA include, but are not limited to the following: 1) The
aircraft must always remain in visual line-of-site (VLOS) , 2) a maximum flight altitude
of 400 ft (122 m), 3) a minimum of 3 miles (4.8 km) of visibility, 4) operation in certain
controlled airspace is restricted, 5) all other aircraft have right of way, 6) for nonrecreational use, a Part 107 certified pilot must be present for all flights, and 7) the
aircraft may weigh no more than 55 lbs (25 kg).
UAS have seen extensive application in precision agriculture (Zhang and Kovacs
2012; Adão et al. 2017) and in forest resource assessments (Adão et al. 2017; Torresan et
al. 2017). Despite high levels of interest in use of unmanned aerial systems, very few
studies have examined the suitability of UAS technology for forest regeneration surveys.
Using a UAS-based sampling approach, Feduck et al. (2018) were able to detect 76% of
coniferous seedlings in mixed pine-spruce planted stands using red-green-blue (RGB)
imagery. With a combination of photogrammetrically derived point clouds and
hyperspectral imagery from UAS, Imangholiloo et al. (2019) underestimated stand
density by 20.8% and 7.4% under leaf-off and leaf-on conditions, respectively. There are
no known published examples of reliably using UAS in plantation loblolly pine
regeneration surveys.

2.2.1. Research Objectives
The overall objective of this work was to investigate the potential for using UAS
for operational forest regeneration surveys in loblolly pine plantations. Specific research
objectives/questions include:
1. Can a recreational grade UAS effectively capture useful wall-to-wall forest
regeneration survey imagery?
2. What are the effects of flight altitude on tree detection?
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3. Can a reliable, broadly applicable workflow be established for automating
seedling detection using the imagery collected?
4. What recommendations for future research studies and applications can be
offered?

2.3. Data and Methods
2.3.1. Study Locations
State forests in Virginia are managed by the Virginia Department of Forestry
(VDOF) for multiple use objectives including timber management, wildlife, and
recreation. Two state forests, Appomattox-Buckingham (ABSF), and Cumberland
(CUSF) were selected for this study (Figure 2-1a). These forests are in the Piedmont
physiographic region and are characterized by a mixture of rolling hills, flat land, and a
diverse species composition. Loblolly pine is native to this area and is widely planted and
managed with practices common for the Piedmont region. On ABSF and CUSF, VDOF
hand plants Elite open pollenated 1-0 genetically improved seedlings at a target density
of 538 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑐

(1329 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠 ℎ𝑎 ). Typical site preparation consists of chemical

competition control followed by burning if necessary. Significant natural regeneration of
Virginia pine (Pinus virginia) and loblolly pine is common for the area.
This study focused on loblolly pine plantations that have completed either one or
two growing seasons. Five stands were selected for this study, three located on ABSF and
two on CUSF (Figure 2-1b and 2-1c). One stand had completed a single growing season
and the remainder completed two. An examination from preliminary UAV flights and
field visits on other non-sampled age 1 stands revealed the seedling size was insufficient
for reliable detection. The seedlings in these stands were characterized by heights and
crown widths of less than 1 ft (0.3 m) and dull, thin crowns (Figure 2-2a). Only a single
age 1 stand was investigated further. Trees that had completed two growing seasons were
generally larger and had fuller crowns (Figure 2-2b). In total, 46.9 ac (19 ha.) age 1 and
166.8 ac (67.5 ha) of age 2 plantings were surveyed.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2-1. (a) Locations of State Forests used for study, (b) stand locations evaluated at Appomattox-Buckingham State Forest, and (c) stand locations evaluated
at Cumberland State Forest.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2-2. (a) Age 1 seedling example and (b) age 2 seedling example

2.3.2. Ground Data
In the dormant season of 2019, temporary, 1/30th acre (0.013 ha) fixed radius
plots were installed in the five stands evaluated at an intensity of one plot per 3 acres (1.2
ha) with a minimum distance of approximately 3.5 - 4 chains (70 - 80 m) between plot
centers. This sampling scheme was assumed to generate an unbiased sample design that
ensured spatial coverage across the stands. On each sample location, all living pine stems
were counted and average seedling heights and crown widths were estimated.
Information regarding competing vegetation and other notes were recorded.
Distinguishing planted and natural stems was not attempted due to size and spacing
variation in planted and natural trees. Plot center locations were captured with a Trimble
Geo7x GPS capable of submeter accuracy. At each plot center, a minimum of 50 GPS
points were recorded followed by differential correction using the nearest available
continuously referencing base stations. Due to logistical constraints with flight timing,
visible plot center targets were not installed on these plots prior to UAV flights. These
plots will be referred to as the “general plots”. Immediately before flights, temporary
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1/30th acre fixed radius plots were installed with large, visible plot centers. The same
information was collected on these locations and will be referred to as the “validation
plots”. A total of 16 validation plots were installed across the five stands evaluated.

2.3.3. UAV Imagery
During the winter of 2019, imagery was captured for the areas of interest.
Dormant season flights were chosen to limit the amount of green foliage from woody and
herbaceous competition that would interfere with seedling detection. The Solo 3DR
rotary style aircraft with a gimble mounted GoPro Hero Black 3.0 RGB camera was used
for all flights. The Solo was equipped with a Blox-Neo-7N-002 GPS. Weather conditions
varied; however, no flights occurred during limited visibility, high wind, or rain. Three
flight altitudes were evaluated, ~200 ft (60 m), ~260 ft (80 m), and ~360 ft (110 m). Due
to the maximum allowed flight height of 400 ft, 360 ft was chosen to provide allowance
for error in the automated UAV height control. For all flights, a flight speed of 25 mph
(11 m/s) was targeted. Sidelap and frontlap between images was approximately 75% and
90% respectively. The ArduPilot Mission Planning software (ArduPilot 2019) was used
for flight planning and autopilot controls.
2.3.3.1. Processing UAV Flight Data
Prior to analysis, the raw imagery was processed using the UAV specific
photogrammetry software Pix4Dmapper version 4.3.31. Using photogrammetric
techniques, a single, three-band orthomosaic was generated for the areas of interest.
Processing options used in Pix4Dmapper follow in table 2-1.
Table 2-1. Processing options used for raw image processing in Pix4Dmapper.
Processing Options
Image Scale
Point Density
Minimum Number of Matches
3D Textured Mesh Generation
3D Textured Mesh Settings
LOD
Advanced: 3D Textured Mesh Settings
Advanced: Image Groups
Advanced: Use Processing Area
Advanced: Use Annotations

Setting
Multiscale, ½ (half image size, default)
Optimal
3
Yes
Resolution: High
Color Balancing: no
Generated: no
Sample Density Divider: 1
Group1
Yes
Yes
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Validation plots were located on imagery and exact plot centers were stored in a
geospatial layer. In some cases, targets could not be located resulting in 15 validation
plots for 200 ft flying height imagery, 13 validation plots for 260 ft imagery, and 12
validation plots for 360 ft imagery. The distance from the plot center observed in the
imagery and the plot center collected during the field visit was measured in QGIS (QGIS
Development Team 2019).
The plot locations sampled with both general and validation plots were subset
from the overall flight orthomosaic images for further processing and analysis. To
facilitate automated seedling detection, the Green Leaf Index (GLI) was calculated for
each image subset (equation 2-1)
𝐺𝐿𝐼 =

(

) (
(

)
)

Equation 2-1

where R, G, and B are the red, green, and blue bands from the imagery respectively. The
GLI was first described by Louhaichi et al. (2001) and is effective for enhancing green
vegetation in RGB imagery when it is contrasted by non-green soil, rocks, and other dead
organic matter.
Following calculation of the GLI, each image was subjected to a binary
classification. Based on preliminary investigations, it was determined that a GLI pixel
value > 0.04 was a strong indication of coniferous foliage and was reclassified to 1. In
cases where the maximum GLI value in an image was < 0.05, a threshold of 0.02 was
used to better highlight faint foliage. All other pixels were classified as 0. Seedlings in
the reclassified images were then counted with two automated, computer vision
approaches. A “blob-detection” procedure, using the determinant of the hessian matrix
method outlined in the R imager package (Barthelme 2017), was evaluated using image
blur standard deviations from 4.5 to 6 by increments of 0.1. These values were chosen
after preliminary analysis determined any value below 4.5 generally resulted in a large
overcount. A fixed percentage of 98.9% was used for the required threshold function in
the blob-detection workflow. The blob detection method aims to detect and label local
maxima in an image based on changes in brightness and color. Readers are directed to
Marsh et al. (2018) for a more complete description of the blob detection method applied
to locating biomolecules in microscopy imagery. In addition, an image segmentation
procedure described in the imager package (Barthelme 2017) was evaluated. This method
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aims to segment objects of interest by first correcting image illumination variation
followed by morphological erosion and dilation procedures to segment the objects from
the background. All processing of the orthomosaic was conducted using R (R Core Team
2018) with additional packages including the raster package (Hijmans 2019), the sp
package (Pebesma and Riband 2005; Bivand et al. 2013), and the rgdal package (Bivand
et al. 2019).

2.4. Results and Discussion
The ground survey data indicated that the plantations evaluated exceeded the
targeted planting density of 538 trees per acre in four out of five cases. Average seedling
counts per plot ranged from approximately 11 to 46 (Table 2-2), leading to estimates of
approximately 330 – 1380 trees per acre.
Table 2-2. Summary of stands evaluated, and ground survey general-plot counts
StandID
AB04
AB07
AB18
CU04
CU11

Age
2
2
1
2
2

Acres (ha)
68.1 (27.6)
47.5 (19.2)
46.9 (19.0)
30.2 (12.2)
21.0 (8.5)

𝒙
46.3
28.4
11.1
22.3
21.1

𝒔𝒅
26.4
10.2
4.6
17.8
8.0

𝒎𝒊𝒏
9
8
5
7
11

𝒎𝒂𝒙
104
45
18
73
34

2.4.1. Impact of Flight Altitude
In both the validation and general plots, a decrease in flight altitude resulted in
automated detections falling closer to the 1-1 relationship with the observed counts
(Figures 2-3 and 2-4). Despite the improvements in detection accuracy, none of the flight
heights evaluated reliably captured imagery that could be used to accurately count
seedlings. The distributions of counts often differed greatly from the observed average
with a general tendency to undercount (Figure 2-5, Table 2-3). An exception is the age 1
stand “AB18” where the automated methods generally overcounted seedlings. However,
many of these overcounts were due to image artifacts not representative of seedlings.
Significant differences in image resolution were observed. The average pixel size for 200
ft flying height imagery was ~1.7 in (4.2 cm), for 260 ft imagery was ~2.2 in (5.6 cm)
and for 360 ft imagery 2.9 in (7.4 cm). This increase in pixel size was likely a major
contributor to the decrease in accuracy for higher flight altitudes.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2-3. Validation 1-1 plots between ground counts and automated detection methods. (a) Image segmentation method and (b) determinant of hessian blob
detection method plotted with all the isoblur coefficients evaluated. Points are labeled by the presence or absence of significant natural regeneration observed
during the field counts (y = yes, n = no). Smoothing curves are for visual interpretation of the trends between flight heights.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2-4. General 1-1 plots between ground counts and automated detection methods. (a) Image segmentation method and (b) determinant of hessian blob
detection method plotted single isoblur coefficient of 4.8. Smoothing curves are for visual interpretation of the trends between flight heights.
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Stand

Image Segmentation Method

Determinant of Hessian Method

(a)

(f)

(b)

(g)

(c)

(h)

(d)

(i)

(e)

(j)

AB04

AB07

AB18

CU04

CU11

Figure 2-5. (a-e) Distributions of automated image segmentation general-plot counts for each stand
evaluated and (f-j) distributions of automated determinant of hessian general-plot counts for each stand
evaluated. Vertical line indicates the mean count from the general ground plots.
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Table 2-3. Summary of automated counting methods compared with ground counts for the stands
evaluated. Not all stands have summaries for each flying height due to image processing limitations.
StandID

Age

Acres (ha)

Height ft (m)

Method

Mean

Sd

Min

max

-

Ground

46.3

26.4

9

104

Blob Detection (isoblur 4.8)

23.6

8.8

8

45

Image Segmentation

23

13.6

8

78

Blob Detection (isoblur 4.8)

13.2

3.7

9

24

Image Segmentation

15.1

4.7

8

25

Blob Detection (isoblur 4.8)

10.7

2.4

5

15

Image Segmentation

12.5

3.3

8

18

Ground

28.4

10.2

8

45

Blob Detection (isoblur 4.8)

31.6

12.5

11

53

Image Segmentation

23.8

4.6

17

35

Blob Detection (isoblur 4.8)

16.1

3.4

10

24

Image Segmentation

15.0

4.8

3

23

Blob Detection (isoblur 4.8)

-

-

-

-

Image Segmentation

-

-

-

-

Ground

11.1

4.6

5

18

Blob Detection (isoblur 4.8)

29.5

24.6

0

77

Image Segmentation

25.7

14.5

9

54

Blob Detection (isoblur 4.8)

14.8

9.4

0

29

Image Segmentation

15.4

6.5

6

30

Blob Detection (isoblur 4.8)

14.8

9.6

0

28

Image Segmentation

9.3

3.7

4

16

Ground

22.3

17.8

7

73

Blob Detection (isoblur 4.8)

21.8

10.9

10

47

Image Segmentation

17.0

4.4

11

27

Blob Detection (isoblur 4.8)

-

-

-

-

Image Segmentation

-

-

-

-

Blob Detection (isoblur 4.8)

11.1

2.7

6

15

Image Segmentation

11.8

4.1

7

19

Ground

21.1

8.0

11

34

Blob Detection (isoblur 4.8)

12.5

7.5

4

26

Image Segmentation

14.1

3.2

9

19

Blob Detection (isoblur 4.8)

14.8

7.6

4

23

Image Segmentation

10.6

3.1

8

16

Blob Detection (isoblur 4.8)

7

4.3

0

15

Image Segmentation

6.4

2.2

4

11

200 (60)
AB04

2

68.1 (27.6)
260 (80)

360 (110)
200 (60)
AB07

2

47.5 (19.2)
260 (80)

360 (110)
200 (60)
AB18

1

46.9 (19.0)
260 (80)

360 (110)
200 (60)
CU04

2

30.2 (12.2)
260 (80)

360 (110)
200 (60)
CU11

2

21.0 (8.5)
260 (80)

360 (110)
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2.4.2. Impact of Detection Algorithm
The two detection algorithms were comparable in their ability to detect seedlings
(Figure 2-5). The blob-detection approach using the determinant of the hessian matrix
was found to be more flexible and appeared to segment seedlings with overlapping
crowns more reliably. A downside with this method was the failure to detect visibly
apparent trees due to the threshold and isoblur parameters chosen. In these cases, the
local maxima for some seedlings would not meet the threshold set to prevent a large
overcount. The image segmentation approach appeared to outperform the hessian method
where seedlings did not commonly overlap. Tree crowns that grew in close proximity
were often not segmented as they were treated as a single “object”. The segmentation
approach suffers from the necessity of imagery with at least two distinct classes of pixel
values. In cases with no pixels that meet the GLI reclassification rules, an image with 1
class will fail in the image segmentation function. Removing the GLI reclassification was
used to overcome this limitation; however, there were potential impacts with detecting
non-tree objects. Harvest debris and other non-vegetative features resembled seedlings if
the reclassification threshold was set too low.

2.4.3. Further Discussion
There were many challenges in this study that complicated an evaluation of the
methods. First, significant aircraft GPS error caused registration error between the
imagery and the GPS locations collected at each plot center. From measurements taken
on validation imagery, average GPS error was approximately 12.5 ft (3.8 m) for the 200
ft flights, 9.2 ft (2.8 m) for the 260 ft flights, and 30.4 ft (9.3 m) for the 360 ft flights.
This error made exact comparisons between ground and imagery counts impossible on
the general plots. Future studies should use large, visible targets at every plot center to
ensure precise matching between ground and imagery data. An additional significant
source of error was image distortion and loss of radiometric properties due to the
orthomosaic process. The exact causes of individual errors are intractable; however,
shadows, inconsistent lighting, and GPS error can all contribute to losses of image
quality. The camera used in this study captured imagery that was not sufficient for the
reliable detection of small seedlings at the flying heights evaluated. The lack of a near
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infrared (NIR) channel limited the vegetation indices that could be used for detecting
vegetation. While the GLI was effective in many cases, the addition of NIR may have
been beneficial for evaluating vegetation indices that highlight coniferous foliage in some
cases. This was particularly true in the age 1 stand. Visual observation revealed most of
the automated counts were due to image artifacts and not reflection from seedling foliage.
The largest challenge in the study was the significant amount of natural pine regeneration
present on many sample plots. The natural seedlings were often indistinguishable from
planted seedlings and commonly grew in clusters making identifying individual trees
challenging. An example of the difficulties faced with detecting small, often clumped,
seedlings is shown in figure 2-6. In cases where no natural seedlings were present, the
detection workflow accurately identified the seedlings present on the validation plot
(figure 2-6a – 2-6d). In contrast, many natural seedlings were not detected in the
validation plot shown in figure 2-6e – 2-6h. In both cases, however, the GLI and
classification methods successfully highlighted and identified tree canopies with enough
foliage to produce reflection that could be captured by the camera. Due to the size and
clustered spacing of seedlings, it is doubtful that any camera would be able to capture
imagery that could be used to identify every seedling present. Seedlings on many plots
were difficult to accurately count during ground visits due to tree size, overtopping,
bunching, and competing vegetation. If wall-to-wall imagery is not needed, a sampling
approach similar to Feduck et al. (2019) would likely perform better in areas with high
amounts of natural regeneration. This approach eliminated many of the issues with image
artifacts from the orthomosaic process and captured imagery with 0.12-inch resolution (3
mm) compared with the best resolution of 1.7 inches (43 mm) observed in this study.
There are practical issues other than FAA regulations that were encountered and
should be considered when designing a similar study or implementing the proposed
methods operationally. Weather, even if legal to fly in, can interfere with flights and data
integrity. Rain, light winds, and inconsistent lighting due to clouds all negatively affect
image quality. Generally, calm weather with consistent lighting are ideal conditions for
photography. Battery performance was an additional limiting factor. With the aircraft
evaluated, one battery would generally power a single flight. Multiple flights were
required for the lowest evaluated flight height on large stands. As battery technology
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progresses, flight and charge times will likely improve. While this was not a time and
motion study, the use of UAS has the potential for significant time savings compared
with traditional ground regeneration surveys. Future studies should carefully evaluate the
efficiency of UAS compared with ground-based methods.
The classification and computer vision approaches evaluated in this study were
chosen for their ability to detect seedlings with minimal human intervention. Further,
they can be implemented in multiple open-source software including R and python.
Supervised image classification techniques were intentionally avoided due to the need for
manually generating training data. Future work should investigate the potential for
machine learning and deep learning to detect and count tree seedlings. These are broad
classes of artificial intelligence techniques that are effective for many computer vision
applications (Goodfellow et al. 2016).
Despite the challenges encountered in this study with reliably detecting seedlings,
UAS data provide valuable qualitative information. All stands have natural variation and
wall-to-wall imagery highlights characteristics that may not be captured in traditional
regeneration surveys. As an example, spatial patterns of competing vegetation may be
present due to inconsistencies in site preparation. These patterns would be difficult to
capture with traditional methods unless many additional sample plots were installed. In
contrast, UAV imagery would quickly highlight this pattern potentially leading to more
informed management decisions regarding a remedial treatment. Additionally, the
process used to generate the orthomosaic imagery produces a photogrammetrically
derived digital surface model and point cloud. These data were not evaluated in this
study; however, they may prove useful in certain circumstances.
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(a)

(e)

(b)

(f)

(c)

(g)

(d)

(h)

Figure 2-6. Examples of image classification and identification workflows. Figures a – d demonstrate an
example of the successful use of Green Leaf Index and automated classification using blob detection
(observed count: 19, predicted count: 20). Figures e – h is an example of the inability to capture small
seedlings < 1.5 ft (~0.5 m) tall using the proposed workflow (observed count 49, predicted count: 18). Red
points in figures d and h are the locations of the automatically detected seedlings.
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2.5. Conclusions
The use of UAS for the detection of plantation loblolly pine seedlings was
unreliable. More specific findings relevant to the research objectives and questions
include: 1) The recreational grade UAS used in this study suffered from significant GPS
error and used a camera not capable of capturing the imagery necessary for reliable
detection in less than ideal conditions. 2) A decrease in flight altitude generally improved
image quality and seedling detection; however, this was at the expense battery life. Users
must balance the needs for higher resolution imagery with available battery resources. 3)
The automated detection methods were successful considering the quality of imagery and
the conditions evaluated. The blob detection and image segmentation methods both
produced similar results to that possible by manual counting. 4) For those considering the
incorporation of UAS into their forest regeneration surveys, it is recommended that an
aircraft equipped with a highly accurate GPS, preferably capable of RTK, and a camera
capable of capturing high spatial resolution imagery in both RGB and NIR, be used. For
future research studies, large visible targets should be installed at all plot locations.
There are circumstances that will always limit the success of regeneration surveys
with UAS including weather, legal restrictions, battery life, and significant competing
vegetation. Despite the limitations, as aircraft, battery, and camera technology improve,
UAS will have increased potential for providing wall-to-wall imagery for reliable
seedling counts in favorable conditions. In addition to seedling counts, the imagery
provides useful information regarding stand characteristics, such as spatial patterns of
competing vegetation, not commonly captured in ground surveys. Based on the results of
this study, UAS imagery will not likely replace traditional ground surveys; rather, it will
serve as useful ancillary information for more informed forest regeneration surveys.
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Chapter 3 Small area estimation in support of plantation
loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.) forest inventory
3.1. Abstract
Loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.) is one of the most widely planted tree species
globally. As the reliability of estimating forest characteristics such as volume, biomass,
and carbon become more important, the necessary resources available for assessment are
often insufficient to meet desired confidence levels. Small area estimation (SAE)
methods were investigated for their potential to improve the precision of volume
estimates in loblolly pine plantations aged 9 - 43. Area-level SAE models that included
lidar height percentiles and stand thinning status as auxiliary information were developed
to test whether precision gains could be achieved. Models that utilized both forms of
auxiliary data provided larger gains in precision compared to using lidar alone. Unit-level
SAE models were found to offer additional gains compared with area-level models in
some cases; however, area-level models that incorporated both lidar and thinning status
performed nearly as well or better. Despite their potential gains in precision, unit-level
models are more difficult to apply in practice due to the need for highly accurate,
spatially defined sample units and the inability to incorporate certain area-level
covariates. The results of this study are of interest to those looking to reduce the
uncertainty of stand parameter estimates. With improved estimate precision, managers,
stakeholders, and policy makers can have more confidence in resource assessments for
informed decisions.
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3.2. Introduction
In the southern United States, managed pine plantations occupy approximately 14
million hectares of forest land (Zhao et al. 2016). Of the major pine species, loblolly pine
(Pinus taeda L.) is the most widely planted and has seen large improvements in
productivity beginning in the 1950’s (Fox et al. 2007). Plantation loblolly pine is
important not only as a productive timber species but also for multiple use forest
management purposes (Schultz 1999). The extensive planting and intensive management
of loblolly pine have significant implications for wildlife management (Andreu et al.
2008) and the global carbon cycle (Johnsen et al. 2001). In recent years, ownership
patterns have seen changes resulting in frequent acquisitions and dispositions of
timberlands (Fox et al. 2007; Jokela et al. 2010). Due to commercial and ecological
implications, plantation forestry requires accurate, reliable, and expeditious information
at the stand-level for informed management decisions. Forest inventory is a primary tool
used to obtain estimates of stand parameters. Ground-based forest inventory is typically
conducted using either fixed- or variable-radius plots as sample units established with a
specific sampling intensity and spatial arrangement with the goal of achieving a certain
targeted precision. Common sample measurements include species, diameter at breast
height (DBH), total height (H), and stem quality assessments (Burkhart et al. 2019). In
practice, it is common for design-based estimates (i.e. estimates derived only from the
ground-based sample units) to lack the precision required for management purposes. This
is often due to logistical and budgetary constraints which limit the planned sample
intensity. In these cases, a class of model-assisted statistical estimation techniques known
as small area estimation (SAE) is an option that can be used to reduce the uncertainty of
inventory estimates. SAE models can be broadly classified as “area-level” and “unitlevel”. Area-level models relate area-based direct estimates to area-level covariates while
unit-level models relate sample unit values to the corresponding sample unit covariates
(Rao and Molina 2015). For many areas where loblolly pine is grown commercially,
auxiliary data are available that can be leveraged for use in SAE models.
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3.2.1. Light Detection and Ranging
Light detection and ranging, referred to as lidar, is a form of active remote sensing
that includes a scanning laser, an inertial measurement unit, a global positioning system
(GPS), and a computer containing timing systems and storage (Campbell and Wynne
2011). Generally, lidar systems are installed on fixed-wing aircraft or helicopters. In
aerial lidar analysis, a “point cloud” contains three-dimensional data that include x-y-z
coordinates representing both horizontal and vertical structure referenced above the
Earth’s ellipsoid. In many applications, the point cloud is normalized by subtracting the
ground elevation from the heights above the ellipsoid. Starting in the 1980’s with work
such as Nelson et al. (1984) and Nelson et al. (1988), lidar has been extensively
demonstrated to provide useful information in forestry applications. When utilized for
forest inventory purposes, two general approaches have seen both research and
application: 1) Area-based approaches and 2) Individual-tree detection approaches. Both
methods have been demonstrated to be effective and are recommended for use in
plantation forest inventory applications (Maltamo et al. 2014).
Area based approaches have been successfully applied to estimating mean
dominant tree heights in a variety of forest conditions (e.g. Næsset 1997a; Means et al.
2000; Næsset 2004a; Næsset 2004b; and Næsset 2007). In addition to dominant height,
the area-based approach has been used to predict total stand volume and biomass through
regression approaches with lidar-derived height and canopy cover metrics as predictors
(e.g. Næsset 1997b; Næsset 2002; Holmgren 2004; Næsset 2004a; Næsset 2004b; and
Næsset 2007). Biomass and volume were estimated by van Aardt et al. (2006) through an
object-oriented approach. Area-based methods have also been utilized to parameterize
models that predict stem density, average diameter, and basal area (Means et al. 2000;
Næsset 2002; Holmgren 2004; Næsset 2004a; Næsset 2004b and Næsset 2007).
All the studies mentioned up to this point have focused on estimating forest
characteristics through area-based methods. These techniques do not rely on the detection
and delineation of individual tree stems or crowns; rather, they rely on quantiles and
distributional features of lidar data as predictors for a given area (Yu et al. 2010). The
individual tree detection methods rely on algorithms to locate and measure trees in a
point cloud. While they typically require higher pulse densities and greater computational
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resources, individual tree detection requires less data from field measurements to
calibrate (Yu et al. 2010). Successful examples of predicting stand characteristics using
the individual tree approach include McCombs et al. (2003), Popescu and Wynne (2004),
Popescu et al. (2003), and Yu et al. (2010).

3.2.2. Area-Level SAE
The area-level SAE approach was first proposed by Fay and Herriot (1979) for
use in predicting income in low population areas. Using U.S. Census data and other
auxiliary information, they were able to improve the estimation precision with their
proposed composite estimators. The area-level approach has seen multiple forest research
applications. Goerndt et al. (2011) used lidar-derived auxiliary information to improve
the precision of stand-level estimates of density, quadratic mean diameter, total height,
and total volume in a variety of cover types in coastal Oregon. Several area-level SAE
composite estimators were found to provide comparable gains in precision with the
aforementioned stand variables. In addition, Magnussen et al. (2017) presented three case
studies using lidar and one case study using photogrammetrically derived point clouds as
ancillary data in area-level analysis. In a variety of European locations including Spain,
Germany, Switzerland, and Norway, both forms of auxiliary data provided increased
precision of total volume estimates.

3.2.3. Unit-Level SAE
The unit-level approach was first introduced for the prediction of crop area in
selected Iowa counties. Using Landsat imagery as auxiliary information, the standard
errors for the estimates were reduced compared with the direct estimate alone (Battese et
al. 1988). In addition, unit-level SAE models have seen application in the forestry
literature. Weighted unit-level SAE models were used to estimate the total area occupied
by olive trees in Navarra, Spain using Landsat imagery as auxiliary information (Militino
et al. 2006). Using Norwegian National Forest Inventory data, Breidenbach and Astrup
(2012) used a photogrammetrically derived point cloud as auxiliary information and
found significant improvements in the precision of above-ground forest biomass
estimates. Goerndt et al. (2013) utilized a variety of auxiliary data including Landsat
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variables, land cover class, tree cover, and elevation to successfully improve the precision
of a variety of county-level forest attributes in the Oregon Coast Range.

3.2.4. Unit vs. Area Comparisons
Several research studies have compared the effectiveness of the two SAE
methods. Mauro et al. (2017) investigated area- and unit-level models in predominately
coastal coniferous forests located in the Oregon Coast Range. Using auxiliary lidar data,
unit-level approaches were found to produce more precise estimates compared with arealevel and design-based approaches for all stand variables of interest. Area-level models,
however, were found to produce more precise estimates when compared to the direct
estimates. In addition to lidar, a comparison between area- and unit-level estimators using
photogrammetrically derived point clouds found greater stand-level estimate precision
with unit-level models compared with area-level models in most cases (Breidenbach et al.
2018).

3.2.5. Research Objectives and Questions
To our knowledge, no studies have focused on using SAE techniques specifically
in intensively managed loblolly pine plantations. The overall objective of this work was
to demonstrate the potential for using SAE techniques to improve the precision of standlevel estimates of total planted volume in operationally managed loblolly pine plantations
across a range of common inventory entry points. Specific objectives/questions include:
1. Do lidar-derived auxiliary data improve total planted volume estimate precision
with area-level SAE analysis?
2. Do lidar-derived auxiliary data improve total planted volume estimate precision
with unit-level SAE analysis?
3. How do area- and unit-level SAE approaches compare in plantation pine forest
inventory?
4. What other sources of auxiliary data improve estimates with area- and/or unit-level
SAE analysis?
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3.3. Data and Methods
3.3.1. Study Location and Ground Data
3.3.1.1. Locations
State forests in the Commonwealth of Virginia are under the administration of the
Virginia Department of Forestry (VDOF) and are managed with multiple use objectives
including timber management. Three state forests, Appomattox-Buckingham (ABSF),
Cumberland (CUSF), and Prince Edward-Gallion (PESF), were selected for this study
(Figure 3-1).

Figure 3-1. Locations of State Forests used in study

These forests are located in the central portion of the state and are representative
of a variety of Piedmont physiographic conditions. ABSF is representative of the upper
Piedmont with significantly higher elevations than typical Piedmont sites and is on the
edge of the natural range of loblolly pine. CUSF exhibited great topographic diversity
with many areas that resembled upper Coastal Plain topography. PESF was generally
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representative of common Piedmont conditions. Managed loblolly pine plantations are
prevalent throughout this area and the VDOF generally follows management strategies
common throughout the Piedmont region of the Southeast (e.g. site preparation, planting
densities, planting stock, and thinning type).
Forty stands were selected within the state forests to cover the range of forest
inventory entry points typical of managed pine in the Southeast. Specifically, stages of
development that commonly require inventory information for planning decisions
include: Canopy closure, immediate pre-first thinning, immediate post thinning, and prefinal harvest. Both unthinned and thinned stands established from 1976 – 2010 were
considered for study (Figure 3-2). Stands selected varied in initial planting density,
genetic origin, and silviculture treatments. Apart from three stands nearing rotation age,
all thinned stands were thinned within the past two years prior to ground measurements in
the winter and early spring of 2019.
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(a)

(c)

(b)
Figure 3-2. (a) Stands at Appomattox-Buckingham (a), Prince Edward-Gallion (b), and Cumberland (c) State Forests inventoried for study. Each stand is labeled
with the year it was established (all ground measurements taken in the winter/early spring of 2019). The fill of the polygons indicates thinning status.
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3.3.1.2. Sample Design and Ground Data
Stands selected for inventory in the winter and early spring of 2019 were allocated
sample units using QGIS (QGIS Development Team 2019). Approximately 1 sample plot
per 1.2 hectares were arranged at random with a minimum distance of approximately 7080 meters between plot centers. This was assumed to produce an equal probability
sample. Due to time constraints, the full sample intensity was measured for only 22
stands of 40. In stands that did not receive the full sample intensity, measurement plots
were randomly chosen while still maintaining spatial coverage. Unthinned stands were
inventoried with 0.013 hectare fixed-radius plots. In cases where excessive natural
regeneration was present, 0.01 hectare fixed-radius plots were used instead. Thinned
stands were all inventoried with 0.02 hectare fixed-radius plots. Plot center locations
were established with a Trimble Geo7x GPS capable of submeter accuracy. A minimum
of 50 GPS points were collected at each plot center and were differentially post processed
based on the nearest continuously referenced base stations. A total of 267 plot locations
were measured and 260 locations were collected using the Trimble Geo7x. Missing plot
centers were due to a combination of missed field collections and GPS data postprocessing limitations.
On each sample unit, all living planted stems were recorded and measured for
diameter at breast height (DBH). Only living natural stems DBH >= 7.62 cm were
recorded and measured for DBH. A subset of planted trees was measured for total height.
With few exceptions, a minimum of 25 planted tree heights across the diameter
distribution were measured in each stand with at least one height measured per plot
(except for plots with no trees). For natural loblolly pine, Virginia pine (Pinus
virginiana), and shortleaf pine (Pinus echinata), a subset of heights was measured across
the diameter distribution. Planted pine heights not measured were predicted with heights
measured at the stand level using equation 1. Natural pine heights measured were pooled
region-wide and used to fit the regression model for predicting unmeasured heights, also
using the model form in equation 3-1.
𝑙𝑛(𝐻𝑇) = 𝑏 + 𝑏 𝐷𝐵𝐻
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Equation 3-1

In addition to all coniferous species, hardwood trees (DBH >= 7.62 cm) were
measured for DBH and a subset of heights was measured. Following definitions of
dominant height given by Gyawali and Burkhart (2015), the top 80% of planted pine
heights per plot were used in place of mean dominant height. For all trees, volumes were
estimated using allometric equations presented in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1. Sources of allometric equations used to estimate total stem volume.
Species / Species Group
Planted loblolly pine
Natural loblolly, Virginia, and shortleaf >= 12.7
cm DBH
Natural loblolly, Virginia, and shortleaf < 12.7 cm
DBH
Hardwoods with no measured total height
Hardwoods with measured total height

Source
Tasissa et al. 1997 (unthinned coefficients)
Tasissa et al. 1997 (unthinned coefficients)
Warner and Goebel 1963
Clark et al. 1986 (table 10 coefficients)
Clark et al. 1986 (table 14 coefficients)

All field data were processed using R (R Core Team 2018). Additional R packages used
for graphics and data processing include the following: ggplot2 (Wickham 2016), xlsx
(Dragulescu and Arendt 2018) and reshape2 (Wickham 2007).

3.3.2. Auxiliary Information
For the entire study area, 1-meter digital elevation models (DEM) and the
associated lidar point clouds used to generate them were obtained from publicly available
data maintained by the United States Geological Survey (USGS). ABSF and CUSF were
part of the 2015 “Chesapeake Bay” lidar campaign while PESF was part of the 2014
“Sandy” campaign. Details of these two lidar collections are found in Table 3-2. The
DEMs and the associated lidar point clouds are available from the USGS National Map
(USGS 2017a; USGS 2017b).
Table 3-2. Lidar specifications for the Chesapeake Bay and Sandy projects.
Collection Dates
Sensor
Scan Angle (degrees)
Point Density (pnts*m^-2)
Nominal Pulse Spacing (m)
Flight Line Overlap

Chesapeake Bay
Nov. 15, 2015 – Mar. 30, 2016
Riegl 680i
60
2.3
0.66
55%

Pulse Rate (kHz)

200
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Sandy
Mar. 24, 2014 – Apr. 21, 2014
Leica ALS60 or Leica ALS70
unreported
unreported
0.7
30% (ALS60) or 20% (ALS70)
154.3 (ALS60) or 301.6
(ALS70)

Additionally, stand thinning status was used as auxiliary information for both
area- and unit-level analysis. Stands and plots that had received at least one thinning
treatment (not including pre-commercial thinning) were classified as thinned. No
distinction was made between plots and stands that had one thinning treatment and those
that had received multiple. Thinning status was obtained from stand attribute information
and confirmed during the field inventory.
3.3.2.1. Processing Auxiliary Information
USGS delivers elevation data in tiles that were smaller than the areas of interest
for this study. Stand boundaries often overlapped into multiple tiles. To facilitate and
simplify analysis, the individual DEM tiles were merged and mosaicked using QGIS to
produce a single 1-meter DEM for each state forest. The lasmerge tool in the LAStools
suite (LAStools 2018) was used to combine the individual lidar tiles into a single lidar
dataset for each state forest. The merged lidar dataset was clipped to each area of interest
(stands for area-level analysis and plots for unit-level analysis) using lasclip in the
LAStools suite. The DEMs were converted from ascii to DTM format using the
ASCII2DTM tool in FUSION needed for further analysis with other FUSION tools
(McGaughey 2018). For all lidar analyses, an area-based approach was utilized due to its
relatively low computational demands and ability to accurately estimate stand parameters
of interest. Lidar metrics were generated using the FUSION GridMetrics and
Cloudmetrics tools. For area-level analysis, each stand was tessellated into a regular grid
where the grid size was set to approximately the same size as the sample units used for
the specific stand. Unit-level analysis used the Clipdata tool to normalize the lidar point
clouds followed by Cloudmetrics to generate plot-level metrics. Lidar metrics were
summarized using R. Returns >= 30.5 m above ground were excluded as all measured
heights were lower than this value. Following this subset, any heights > third quantile +
1.5*(Interquartile range) were removed in the gridded metrics for area-level analysis. The
subsets were to account for overlapping, large canopies from remnant trees and adjacent
stands that may have caused an overestimation of height percentiles. Filtered grid cell
percentiles were averaged to produce stand-level lidar attributes (e.g. a stand level 80 th
percentile lidar height). A variety of R packages were used for geospatial processing
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tasks such as reprojecting and subsetting spatial layers throughout the workflow. These
packages include the raster package (Hijmans 2019), the sp package (Pebesma and
Riband 2005; Bivand et al. 2013), and the rgdal package (Bivand et al. 2019).

3.3.3. Direct Estimators
Under the assumption of an equal probability simple random sample in stand 𝑖 for
the parameter of interest 𝜃 , the direct estimate of the mean is
𝜃 =𝑦 =𝑛

∑

Equation 3-2

𝑦

and the variance of the estimate is
𝛹 = 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝜃 ) = 𝑛

∑(

)

Equation 3-3

where 𝑦 is sample plot 𝑗 in small area 𝑖 and 𝑛 is the sample size for area 𝑖.

3.3.4. Small Area Estimators
3.3.4.1. Area-level1
Given a properly designed sample in area 𝑖, a direct estimator for parameter of
interest 𝜃 is available (eq. 3-4):
𝜃 +𝑒

Equation 3-4

where 𝑒 in eq. 4 are individual random errors iid 𝑁(0, 𝛹 ). In many cases, however, an
insufficient sample intensity leads to a direct estimate that is not reliable enough for a
given management objective, (i.e. an inflated variance 𝛹 leading to an unacceptably
wide confidence interval). In cases where auxiliary information is available for area 𝑖, we
assume the parameter of interest 𝜃 can be linearly related to a set of covariates 𝒛 through
eq. 3-5:
𝜃 = 𝒛𝑻𝒊 𝜷 + 𝑏 𝑣

Equation 3-5

where 𝒛 is a vector of area-specific covariates, 𝜷 is the vector of regression coefficients,
𝑏 are positive constants (often assumed to equal 1), and 𝑣 are area-specific random
effects that are assumed iid 𝑁(0, 𝜎 ). Combining eq. 4 and 5 leads to the following
mixed model:

1

The proceeding descriptions of area-level small area estimators incorporates a combination of notation
used in Goerndt et al. 2011 and Rao and Molina 2015.
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𝜃 = 𝒛𝑻𝒊 𝜷 + 𝑏 𝑣 + 𝑒

Equation 3-6

where all terms are as previously described in eq. 3-4 and 3-5.
Prior to estimation, sampling error variance (𝛹 ) and random error variance (𝜎 )
must be estimated and partitioned. In this study, variances calculated directly from the
sample units were used as an estimate for 𝛹 . The estimated sample variance (𝛹 ) was
utilized to estimate 𝜎 using the restricted maximum likelihood (REML) method as
implemented in the R SAE package (Molina and Marhuenda 2015).
The empirical best linear unbiased predictor (EBLUP) was then obtained with the
composite estimator in equation 3-7:
𝜃 = 𝛾 𝜃 + (1 − 𝛾 )𝒛𝑻𝒊 𝛽

Equation 3-7

where 𝛾 is a weight using both sources of error accounted for previously and is defined in
equation 3-8.
Equation 3-8

𝛾 = 𝜎 /(𝜎 + 𝛹 )

Final EBLUP and MSE estimates were obtained through the “mseFH” function in the R
SAE package. The default REML method was used as were the default maximum
iterations (100), and the default precision (0.0001). The MSE estimation involves three
components:
Equation 3-9

g (𝜎 ) = 𝛾 𝑣(𝜃 )
g (𝜎 ) = (1 − 𝛾 ) 𝒛𝑻𝒊 ((
g

𝜎

= (1 − 𝛾 )
∑

𝛄

𝒁) 𝒁) 𝒛

Equation 3-10
Equation 3-11

𝜎 v(𝜃 )

Where 𝒁 is an I x m matrix of 𝒛 for each domain and 𝜸 is an I x 1 vector of 𝛾 for each
domain. The combination of the components leads to the final MSE estimate:
𝑀𝑆𝐸 𝜃

=g

𝜎

+g

𝜎

+ 2g

𝜎

Equation 3-12

For details of REML fitting to obtain EBLUP estimates, readers are directed to Rao and
Molina (2015); Datta and Lahiri (2000) provide additional details of the MSE estimation.
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3.3.4.2. Unit-level2
When data are available at the unit-level (individual sample plots in this study),
unit-level SAE methods can be utilized. The nested error unit-level model specifies the
observed attribute Y on plot j in area i as:
𝑌 = 𝒙𝑻𝒊𝒋 𝜷 + 𝑢 + 𝑒

Equation 3-13

where 𝑢 are iid 𝑁(0, 𝜎 ) and 𝑒 are iid 𝑁(0, 𝜎 ).
The EBLUP for a particular small area 𝑖 is expressed in equation 3-14:
𝑌

= 𝑓 𝑦 + (𝑿𝒊 − 𝑓 𝒙𝒊𝒔 ) 𝜷 + (1 − 𝑓 )𝑢

Equation 3-14

where:
𝑛

𝑓 =

Equation 3-15

𝑁

𝑦 =𝑛

∑

∈

𝑌

Equation 3-16

𝒙𝒊𝒔 = 𝑛

∑

∈

𝒙𝒊𝒋

Equation 3-17

𝑢 = 𝛾 (𝑦 − 𝒙𝑻𝒊𝒔 𝜷)

Equation 3-18

𝛾 =

𝜎
(𝜎 +

)

Equation 3-19

Final unit-level EBLUP estimates and the associated MSE values were obtained with the
“pbmseBHF” function in the R SAE package. This function uses a REML procedure for
fitting and a parametric bootstrap approach for estimating MSE values. The default value
of 200 bootstrap samples was utilized. The parametric bootstrap method was utilized to
relax some of the restrictions encountered with analytical error estimation methods. For
details regarding EBLUP fitting using the REML method, readers are directed to Rao and
Molina (2015); González-Manteiga et al. (2008) outline further details regarding the
MSE estimation using the bootstrap procedure.

3.4. Results
Stand-level summaries of trees per hectare, basal area per hectare, total volume
per hectare, and dominant height are presented in Figure 3-3. Density, basal area, and
volume are partitioned into planted, natural, and total (the sum of planted and natural).
Dominant height was not considered for natural trees; thus, dominant height is presented

2

The proceeding descriptions of unit-level small area estimators incorporates a combination of notation
used in Molina and Marhuenda 2015 and Rao and Molina 2015.
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by stand thinning status. A goal of this work was to cover the full range of common entry
points in loblolly pine plantation forest inventory. The distributions of stand variables
capture a wide range of commonly encountered conditions from canopy closure to final
harvest. A common condition encountered was significant natural Virginia pine
regeneration which made up a large amount of the natural component as seen Figure 3-3.
This is common throughout areas on the periphery of the loblolly pine range including
the Piedmont of Virginia. A noted limitation in coverage was the small number of stands
that received first thinning in the “typical” window of 12-19 years common in managed
pine plantations (Figure 3-2).
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 3-3. Boxplots (Tukey 1977) of stand variables for basal area per hectare (a), dominant height (b), live stems per hectare (c), and volume per hectare (d).
Note: Dominant height was not considered for natural trees.
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All SAE methods evaluated assume a linear relationship between the parameter of
interest and the auxiliary information. The relationship between the auxiliary information
(lidar-derived 80th percentile and thinning status) and total planted volume is confirmed
in Figure 3-4. The remaining lidar height metrics (90 th, 95th, and 99th percentiles) had
very similar relationships thus the figures are not presented.

Figure 3-4. Linear relationship between auxiliary information (80 th height percentile from lidar), with
dependent variable of interest (total cubic volume per hectare) by thinning status (light gray round points
are unthinned and dark gray triangular points are thinned). Points are labeled with direct estimate of
surviving planted stem density in thousands of trees per hectare at the time of inventory. Linear fit by
thinning status indicates the importance of including thinning status as explanatory variable.

For the following results and discussion, relative error ratios (RER), were
constructed for comparisons between the precision of the model EBLUP and direct
estimates. For SAE models the RER for small area 𝑖 is
𝑅𝐸𝑅 (%) =

(

)

∗ 100

Equation 3-20

and the RER for the direct estimate is
𝑅𝐸𝑅 (%) =

(

)

∗ 100

Equation 3-21

where 𝑦 and 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝜃 ) are as defined in equations 3-2 and 3-3 respectively.
A RER is similar to a coefficient of variation in that it standardizes the variation
of the estimate to the estimate itself. The RERs were visually compared for each stand
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using 1-1 scatterplots. In the following figures, any point falling below the 1-1 line
indicated a smaller model RER for the estimate type on the y-axis. In addition, 1-1
scatterplots were used to compare direct estimates to SAE estimates.

3.4.1. Area-level SAE
Area-level SAE models that utilized only a lidar height percentile resulted in
small gains in precision for some stands (Figure 3-5a). The incorporation of both a lidar
height percentile and thinning status resulted in larger gains in precision (Figure 3-5b).
Modeled total volume estimates generally followed the 1-1 relationship with the direct
estimates for both model forms (Figure 3-5c and 3-5d). Additional lidar height
percentiles were evaluated (90th, 95th, and 99th) resulting in similar goodness of fit
statistics (Table 3-3). The Akaike information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian information
criterion (BIC), two forms of a penalized likelihood criteria, were calculated for model
performance. Models that used the lidar 80th height percentile exhibited the lowest AIC
and BIC values. For consistency, models that use the 80 th percentile was used for all
figures and further discussion.
Table 3-3. Goodness of fit summaries for area-level models considered for estimating total volume.
Model Fit
TV_Planted ~ P80
TV_Planted ~ P90
TV_Planted ~ P95
TV_Planted ~ P99
TV_Planted ~ P80 + thin_status
TV_Planted ~ P90 + thin_status
TV_Planted ~ P95 + thin_status
TV_Planted ~ P99 + thin_status

AIC
675.80
675.91
675.86
675.46
640.08
640.91
641.40
642.44
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BIC
680.87
680.97
680.93
680.53
646.83
647.66
648.16
649.20

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 3-5. Area-level SAE results. (a) Model with lidar 80th height percentile as only auxiliary information relative error comparison and (b) model with lidar
80th height percentile and thinning status as auxiliary information relative error comparison. (c) Estimate comparison for model with lidar 80th height percentile as
only auxiliary information and (d) estimate comparison for model with lidar 80th height percentile and thinning status as auxiliary information. Smoothing lines
are for visual interpretation only and are not representative of the SAE model fit. Error bars represent one standard error in the x direction and the root mean
squared error in the y direction.
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3.4.2. Unit-level SAE
Unit-level SAE models were evaluated using lidar height percentiles alone and
with thinning status included. The unit-level approach resulted in large increases in
precision for some of the stands evaluated; however, a decrease in precision of estimates
was observed for some stands, especially those with low variability in the direct estimate
(Figure 3-6a). The unit-level models tended to produce estimates that were larger than the
associated direct estimates (Figure 3-6c and 3-6d). In addition to the lidar 80 th height
percentile, the 90th, 95th, and 99th percentiles were evaluated (Table 3-4). Models that
used the lidar 80th height percentile exhibited the lowest AIC and BIC values. For
consistency, models that use the 80th percentile was used for all figures and further
discussion.
Table 3-4. Goodness of fit summaries for unit-level models considered for estimating total volume. Values
not calculated directly in the SAE R function. Values calculated from the definitions of AIC and BIC and
the log likelihood value calculated with the SAE function.
Model Fit
AIC
BIC
TV_Planted ~ P80
4219.43
4233.67
TV_Planted ~ P90
4237.72
4251.96
TV_Planted ~ P95
4243.65
4257.90
TV_Planted ~ P99
4254.06
4268.31
TV_Planted ~ P80 + thin_status
4140.88
4158.68
TV_Planted ~ P90 + thin_status
4164.39
4182.20
TV_Planted ~ P95 + thin_status
4172.33
4190.14
TV_Planted ~ P99 + thin_status
4186.52
4204.33
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 3-6. Unit-level SAE results. (a) Model with lidar 80th height percentile as only auxiliary information relative error (RE) comparison and (b) best
performing model with lidar 80th height percentile and thinning status as auxiliary information RE comparison. (c) Estimate comparison for model with lidar 80th
height percentile as only auxiliary information and (d) estimate comparison for best performing model with lidar 80th height percentile and thinning status as
auxiliary information. Smoothing lines are for visual interpretation only and are not representative of the SAE model fit. Error bars represent one standard error
in the x direction and the root mean squared error in the y direction.
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3.4.3. Comparison
Area- and unit-level models are visually compared in Figure 3-7. A comparison
was first made between the area- and unit-level models that utilized only the same 80 th
percentile height as the auxiliary information. As seen in Figure 3-7a, the unit-level
model can potentially result in larger gains in precision compared to the area-level model,
particularly at some higher levels of variation. The inclusion of thinning status resulted in
similar relationships (Figure 3-7b). Despite these potential improvements, the mean
RERs were very similar or higher for all model forms evaluated (Table 3-5). Area-level
models more often and on average, resulted in larger decreases in uncertainty compared
with the unit-level models evaluated.
Table 3-5. Comparison of error ratio means of SAE vs. direct estimates of area- and unit-level models.
Area-level
Unit-level
Count of Stands where AreaModel Fit
Error Ratio
Error Ratio
level ratio <= Unit-level ratio
TV_Planted ~ P80
0.95
1.09
24
TV_Planted ~ P90
0.95
1.14
24
TV_Planted ~ P95
0.95
1.16
24
TV_Planted ~ P99
0.95
1.18
26
TV_Planted ~ P80 + thin_status
0.89
0.97
21
TV_Planted ~ P90 + thin_status
0.89
1.01
25
TV_Planted ~ P95 + thin_status
0.89
1.04
25
TV_Planted ~ P99 + thin_status
0.89
1.07
26

While estimates were generally similar, the unit-level estimates were consistently
higher in most cases compared with the area-level estimates without thinning status
included (Figure 3-7c) and when thinning status is incorporated (Figure 3-7d).
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 3-7. Comparison of area- and unit-level SAE models. (a) Relative error (RE) comparison between area- and unit-level models using the lidar 95th
percentile height as the only auxiliary variable, (b) RE comparison between area- and unit-level models where the area-level model includes both the lidar 95th
percentile height and thinning status as auxiliary information and the unit-level only includes the 95th percentile height as the auxiliary variable, (c) Estimate
comparison between area- and unit-level models using the lidar 95th percentile height as the only auxiliary variable and (d) Estimate comparison between areaand unit-level models where the models include both the lidar 95th percentile height and thinning status as auxiliary information. Smoothing lines are for visual
interpretation only and are not a representative of the SAE model fit. Error bars represent model RMSE in the x and y directions.
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3.5. Discussion
The results of this research have confirmed the potential for reducing volume
estimate uncertainty using SAE techniques. Both area and unit-level approached reduced
the relative error of the estimate for small areas (stands) compared to less precise direct
estimates. Much like Goerndt et al. (2011), Magnussen et al. (2017), and Mauro et al.
(2017), lidar was shown to be an effective source of auxiliary information that could be
leveraged for use in SAE models. An interesting aspect in this work is that despite the
lidar data having been acquired 4-5 years prior to collection of field inventory data, the
linear relationship between total planted volume and the auxiliary data was still strong.
This follows with McRoberts et al. (2018) in which lidar was found to remain useful in
model-assisted estimation many years after collection. If more recent lidar collections
were available, additional gains in precision could possibly be achieved, assuming a
stronger linear relationship would be found with close temporal matching of lidar and
field data collection.
Due to their ability to use finer-scale data, unit-level SAE models can offer
greater gains in precision compared with area-level models (Molina and Marhuenda
2015); however, they require precise co-registration of ground sample plots and the
associated lidar. High accuracy GPS units are not always readily available, limiting the
potential for unit-level estimation in some situations. Variable radius plots pose
additional challenges to unit-level methods due to the sample unit’s lack of a defined
spatial area. Further, some auxiliary information cannot always be summarized at the
unit-level. Thinning status is generally a stand-level attribute and cannot easily be
incorporated into the unit-level framework unless recorded at the plot level as it was in
this study. Despite these limitations, the unit-level models did provide improvements in
precision in this work when compared with area-level analysis for some stands,
especially those that exhibited large direct estimate variances. The incorporation of both
lidar height percentiles and thinning status did offer improvements in precision to both
the area- and unit-level analysis. Unit-level model estimates on average, generally had
higher variance than direct or area-based estimates and produced estimates that exceeded
both the direct and area-level estimates. While unit-level models are unbiased, the
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EBLUP estimator requires the true population values for the covariates to be known. In
this analysis, there were discrepancies between the stand estimates derived from the arealevel gridded lidar metrics and the averages from the unit-level cloud metrics. The unitlevel 80th percentile height estimates were, on average, approximately 0.5 meters lower
than the gridded area-level heights. This is likely due to a combination of spatial grid
smoothing and edge effects from overlapping neighboring tree crowns that were not
completely accounted for by filtering gridded area-level outliers. Additionally,
differences may have arisen due to the two methods used to summarize the lidar point
clouds. Finally, despite using a GPS capable of submeter accuracy, location error likely
resulted in auxiliary information being summarized for locations different than the areas
measured. Future investigations should focus on refining methods to remediate this
disparity.
An important assumption when applying SAE techniques is a linear relationship
between the auxiliary data and the variable of interest (Rao and Molina 2015). For this
work, we chose to consider a limited set of auxiliary variables that have a theoretical
basis for their relationships with our variable of interest total volume. The 80 th, 90th, 95th,
and 99th height percentiles are of the most interest due to the linear relationship with
height and total volume at similar basal areas Burkhart et al. (2019) and in closed canopy
stands (Yanli et al. 2019). While height growth has been found to be significantly
affected by density in some studies, within the ranges of densities commonly planted
(~741 – 2223 tph) differences in height due to density have been found to be either nonsignificant (Zhao et al. 2011) or of relatively minor differences (e.g. Sharma et al. 2002,
Antόn-Fernández et al. 2011). Despite the relationship between height and total volume,
density is important to consider. The inclusion of stand-level thinning status as auxiliary
information, in effect, served as a proxy for density and helped “adjust” the volume
estimate rather than using lidar-derived height metrics alone. As evident in figure 3-4,
much of the additional unexplained variation in the linear relationship between the
auxiliary data and total planted volume is due to the lidar and thinning status not fully
taking stand density into account. In most cases, unthinned planted volume that was
underestimated by the linear relationship had higher estimated planted stem density than
those overestimated by the linear relationship. While lidar metrics have been used to
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successfully predict stem density, the relationships are generally not as strong as other
stand characteristics (Næsset and Bjerknes 2001; Næsset 2002; Noordermeer et al. 2019).
For this reason, we chose to not include lidar estimates of stand density in this work.
SAE was shown to reliably improve estimate precision in this study; however,
these models have limitations. The SAE methods evaluated are not applicable when a
direct estimate is not available (Goerndt et al. 2011). In these cases, a model-based,
synthetic estimate would be required. Further, it is assumed that sample variances (𝛹 )
are known without error. While this is often an improbable assumption, it is required for
area-level models (Magnussen et al. 2017). Unit-level models are generally more
restrictive and not applicable in cases where fine-scale, sample unit data are not available
(Magnussen et al. 2017).

3.6. Conclusions
This work has successfully demonstrated the potential for incorporating SAE
techniques into operational forest inventory in loblolly pine plantations. Using both lidar
and thinning status, the uncertainty of total planted volume estimates was reduced in
many cases. To specifically answer our research questions outlined: 1) Area-level SAE
methods improved the precision compared with direct estimates for all lidar height
percentiles evaluated, 2) Unit-level SAE methods improved the precision of estimates in
some stands, particularly when the direct estimates exhibited high variability for all lidar
height percentiles evaluated, 3) Unit-level models demonstrated increased precision in
some cases compared with area-level methods; however, the average error ratios were
lower for area-level methods, and 4) The incorporation of additional auxiliary
information, in this case thinning status, improved estimation precision in both model
formulations. The results of this study should be of interest to forest inventory managers
who regularly conduct forest inventory in southern pine plantations. With the increased
importance of enhancing and monitoring the productivity of loblolly pine for both
commercial and ecological interests such as carbon sequestration (Zhao et al. 2016),
accurate and precise estimates of stand volume are essential. Using the methods outlined
in this study, the precision of inventory estimates can be improved leading to more
confidence when making management and planning decisions. The area-level SAE
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methods evaluated are broadly applicable to many cases in which linearly related
covariates are available. Additional gains in precision can be realized if ancillary
information can be coupled with data from fixed-area plots with highly accurate center
locations under the unit-level SAE framework; however, these methods did not result in
precision increases in all stands.
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Chapter 4 Small area estimation in loblolly pine (Pinus taeda
L.) plantations: A follow up
4.1. Abstract
In forest inventory, traditional ground-based resource assessments are often
expensive and time-consuming forcing managers to reduce sample sizes to meet
budgetary and logistical constraints. Small area estimation (SAE) is a class of statistical
estimators that uses a combination of traditional survey data and linearly related auxiliary
information to improve estimate precision. These techniques have been shown to improve
the precision of stand-level inventory estimates in loblolly pine plantations using lidar
height percentiles and thinning status as covariates. In this study, the effects of reduced
lidar point cloud density and lower digital elevation model (DEM) spatial resolution were
investigated for total planted volume estimates using area-level SAE models.
Additionally, individual tree detection estimates of stem density were evaluated. Finally,
the stability of the observed estimates and precision was investigated. In the conditions
evaluated, lower lidar point cloud densities and DEM spatial resolutions were found to
have minimal effects on estimates and precision. Density estimates from individual tree
detection provided minimal improvements and are not recommended for use in predicting
total planted pine volume with area-level SAE models. The observed relationships
between the direct estimates and precision and the associated model estimates and
precision were found to be similar across 1000 bootstrapped samples. The results of this
study are promising to those interested in incorporating SAE methods into forest
inventory programs.
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4.2. Introduction
Accurate, precise, and up-to-date forest resource assessments are important for
informed management decisions. Foresters have often relied on design-based surveys
using fixed- and variable-radius sample plots to estimate parameters for the areas of
interest (Burkhart et al. 2019). Traditional, ground-based forest inventory provides
reliable, unbiased estimates assuming a fully executed, valid sample design. In many
cases, however, budgets and logistical issues limit the sample intensity leading to an
estimate that does not meet the precision specified in the original design. In the
southeastern United States, loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.) is the most widely planted and
intensively managed commercial tree species (Baker et al. 1990). With increasing
frequency of land ownership changes (Fox et al. 2007; Jokela et al. 2010) and interest in
estimating stand characteristics for both commercial and ecological (Andreu et al. 2008;
Zhao et al. 2016) reasons, improving the efficiency and reliability of forest inventories in
loblolly pine plantations is important to managers. In recent years, advances in remote
sensing products, computing capability, and statistical methods have afforded many new
options for resource evaluation (Coops 2015). Small area estimation (SAE) is a class of
statistical estimators that can leverage auxiliary information derived from, for example,
remote sensing products to be used in a composite estimator with ground-based samples
for increasing inventory precision. For areas where loblolly pine is grown for commercial
use, auxiliary data are often available that can be used with SAE techniques.

4.2.1. Point Cloud Elevation Products
Point clouds are three-dimensional spatial products that characterize an area both
horizontally and vertically. Point clouds are generated with active remote sensors
including light detection and ranging (lidar) and active microwave (Campbell and Wynne
2011). Advances in software and computing resources have made point clouds generated
through photogrammetric techniques operationally possible and comparable to lidar
(Goodbody et al. 2019).
The use of point clouds requires a ground elevation model to normalize the
canopy characterized by the three-dimensional data. Generally, elevation models
generated from lidar have been found to be highly accurate compared with other standard
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models such as the United States Geological Survey (USGS) 30- and 10-meter products
(e.g. Reutebuch et al., 2003, Hodgson and Bresnahan, 2004) and well suited to use in
forest inventory applications (e.g. Tinkham et al., 2012). To our knowledge, no study has
assessed the effects of elevation model spatial resolution for normalizing lidar point
clouds when used as auxiliary data in SAE.
Point clouds vary in density depending on acquisition parameters such as flight
altitude and sensor specifications. There have been multiple reports in the literature that
lower point density lidar results in similar estimates as higher density point clouds in
area-based analysis (ABA). Holmgren (2004) found small differences in prediction errors
for tree height, basal area, and stem volume using lidar with point densities ranging from
0.10 pulses 𝑚

to 4.29 pulses 𝑚 . Similar results were found in an investigation of

plot-level volumes with point densities ranging from 0.13 pulses 𝑚

to 12.7 pulses 𝑚

(Maltamo et al., 2006). In a model-assisted framework, Strunk et al. (2012) found
minimal losses in estimate precision with point densities as low as 0.13 pulses 𝑚
compared with 3 pulses 𝑚 . In a study investigating a variety of stand variables in Pinus
radiata D. Don, point densities ranging from 0.5 pulses 𝑚

to 9 pulses 𝑚

were found

to provide comparable model precision (González-Ferreiro et al. 2012). Gobakken and
Næsset (2008) found that the point density required for an operational inventory in
Sweden could be reduced to as low as 0.25 pulses 𝑚

without a significant loss of

inventory quality. Some studies have pointed to reduced precision with thinned point
clouds. Magnussen et al. (2010) found reliability ratios decreased for common inventory
attributes when predicted with progressively more thinned point clouds. In a study
investigating the effects of plot size and point density, the prediction of forest structure
attributes was found to be highest with the denser point clouds; however, plot size was
found to have more impact on predictions (Ruiz et al. 2014).
While characteristics such as height and volume are reliably measured and
estimated with active remote sensing, stem density is more challenging to estimate. Due
to the variability in crown architecture, the cover metrics used in ABA and the algorithms
in individual tree detection (ITD) often have significant error. Despite these challenges,
density has been successfully estimated using ABA (Næsset and Bjerknes 2001; Næsset
2002; Noordermeer et al. 2019) and ITD methods (Popescu and Wynne 2004).
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4.2.2. Small Area Estimation
SAE models can be broadly classified as either “area-level” or “unit-level”. Arealevel models relate estimates of the area of interest to area-level covariates derived from
the auxiliary data. Unit-level models relate sample unit direct estimates to the
corresponding sample unit auxiliary data (Rao and Molina 2015). SAE has been
demonstrated to improve inventory precision in the forestry literature through both arealevel (Goerndt et al., 2011; Magnussen et al., 2017; Coulston et al., in prep; and Green et
al. 2019) and unit-level (Breidenbach and Astrup, 2012; Goerndt et al., 2013, Green et al.
2019) approaches. Comparisons between the two SAE methods have found that while
unit-level models offer similar or greater increases in precision (Mauro et al., 2017 and
Breidenbach et al., 2018), area-level models are flexible and can be widely applied using
a variety of data sources (Breidenbach et al. 2018).

4.2.3. Research Objectives and Questions
The overall objective of this work was to expand the investigations into the area-level
SAE methods used by Green et al. (2019). Specific follow-up research objectives and
questions include the following:
1. What are the impacts on area-level SAE derived estimates and precision using
digital elevation models (DEMs) with lower spatial resolution than those derived
from lidar?
2. What are the impacts on area-level SAE derived estimates and precision using
lidar point clouds with reduced point density?
3. Do stem density estimates from ITD provide additional estimate precision with
area-level SAE models?
4. How stable are the relationships between direct estimates and SAE model-based
estimates and precision?

4.3. Data and Methods
4.3.1. Study Locations
This study focused on investigating the effects of auxiliary data precision in areas
that loblolly pine is grown commercially. Forty managed loblolly pine plantations located
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in three Virginia State Forests were used for this study (Figure 4-1). These stands are
managed with silvicultural prescriptions common for the region with the goal of
sustainably producing a mixture of fiber and solid wood products. Stands ranged in age
from 9-43 years old. Of the 40 stands, 14 had been operationally thinned at least once.
The selected stands cover a wide range of growing conditions and management scenarios
typical for the region. For additional detail regarding the management and spatial
distribution of the stands evaluated, readers are directed to Green et al. (2019).

Figure 4-1. Locations of State Forests used for study.

4.3.2. Ground Data
In the winter and early spring of 2019, temporary inventory plots were installed in
every stand. One sample unit per 1.2 hectares with a minimum distance of approximately
70-80 meters between plot centers was used to produce an assumed equal probability,
simple random sample. Time constraints limited the sample intensity in some stands. 0.13
hectare fixed-radius plots were used in unthinned stands and 0.02 hectare fixed-radius
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plots were used in thinned stands. Unthinned stands with excessive natural regeneration
were sampled using 0.01 hectare fixed-radius plots.
On each sample unit, every living, planted stem was tallied and diameter at breast
height (DBH) was measured using a diameter tape. A subset of trees per plot were
measured for total height using either a laser hypsometer or an electronic clinometer.
Height trees were selected across the diameter distribution and at least one height per plot
was measured. A minimum of 25 height trees per stand was targeted. All living natural
trees with DBH >= 7.62 cm were tallied and measured for DBH. A subset of heights
across the diameter distribution was measured for natural loblolly pine, Virginia pine
(Pinus virginiana), and shortleaf pine (Pinus echinata). In addition, a subset of hardwood
heights was measured. All pine (both planted and natural) heights not measured in the
field were predicted using the model form in equation 4-1. Heights of planted pines were
predicted using stand-level relationships while natural pine heights used a pooled,
“region-wide” relationship developed from all the field measured total heights.
ln(Ht) = b + b (DBH

)

Equation 4-1

Plot-level information including thinning status, competing vegetation and other
notes were also recorded. For all trees, volume was estimated using the allometric
equations presented in Table 4-1. All ground data processing was performed using R (R
Core Team 2018). Additional packages used include the following: xlsx (Dragulescu and
Arendt 2018) and reshape2 (Wickham 2007).
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Table 4-1. Sources of allometric equations used to estimate total stem volume. (Table adapted from Green
et al. 2019)
Species or Species Group
Source
Planted Pinus taeda
Tasissa et al. 1997 (unthinned coefficients)
Natural Pinus taeda, Pinus virginiana, and Pinus
Tasissa et a. 1997 (unthinned coefficients)
echinata >= 5” DBH
Natural Pinus taeda, Pinus virginiana, and Pinus
Warner and Goebel 1963
echinata < 5” DBH
Hardwoods with no measured total height
Clark et al. 1986 (coefficients from table 10)
Hardwoods with measured total height
Clark et al. 1986 (coefficients from table 14)

4.3.3. Auxiliary Information
For the entire study area, lidar and the associated 1-m digital elevation models
(DEMs) are available from the United States Geological Survey (USGS). The 2015
“Chesapeake Bay” lidar collection encompassed Appomattox-Buckingham (ABSF) and
Cumberland (CUSF) State Forests while the 2014 “Sandy” collection covers the Prince
Edward-Gallion State Forest (PESF). Details of the lidar collections are summarized in
Table 4-2.
Table 4-2. Lidar specifications for the Chesapeake Bay and Sandy projects. (Table adapted from Green et
al. 2019)
Chesapeake Bay Project
Sandy Project
Lidar Collection Dates
Nov. 15, 2015 – Mar. 30, 2016
Mar. 24, 2014 – Apr. 21, 2014
Lidar Sensor
Riegl 680i
Leica ALS60 or Leica ALS70
Scan Angle (degrees)
60
unreported
2.3
unreported
Lidar Density (𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑒𝑠 ∗ 𝑚 )
Nominal Pulse Spacing (m)
0.66
0.7
Flight Line Overlaps
55%
30% (ALS60) or 20% (ALS70)
154.3 (ALS60) or 301.6
Pulse Rates (kHz)
200
(ALS70)

Lidar and the associated DEM processing was performed with a combination of R
(R Core Team 2018), FUSION (McGaughey 2018), and LAStools (LAStools 2018).
Additional R packages used for spatial data processing include: Raster (Hijmans 2019),
sp (Pebesma and Riband 2005, Bivand et al., 2013), and rgdal (Bivand et al. 2019). This
study evaluated, the impact of three levels of reduced density point clouds. Using the
lasthin function in the LAStools suite, the original point clouds were randomly sampled
once to 50%, 10%, and 1% of the original point density using the
“keep_random_fraction” argument. ITD was performed using two methods in FUSION:
1) A combination of the “CanopyModel” and “TreeSeg” tools and 2) A combination of
the “CanopyModel” and “CanopyMaxima” tools. Three canopy height model (CHM)
grid sizes (0.5m, 1.0m, and 1.5m) and three height thresholds (1.52m, 3.05m, and 4.57m)
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were investigated for the individual tree segmentation algorithms. The elevation products
(USGS 2017c) and associated lidar used to generated them (USGS 2017d) are distributed
through the USGS National Map (as of July, 2019:
https://viewer.nationalmap.gov/basic/).
In addition to lidar derived auxiliary data, stand thinning status was used as a
covariate in the SAE models. Thinning status was obtained from stand records and
confirmed during field visits. No distinction was made between stands that received one
thinning treatment and those that had received multiple.

4.3.4. Additional USGS Elevation Products
In place of lidar derived, 1-meter DEMs, this study evaluated the effects of using
lower resolution elevation models. The USGS distributes both 30 m (USGS 2017a) and
10 m elevation data (USGS 2017b) for the entire continental United States. These data
are also available on the USGS National Map and are produced from a variety of sources.
The same preprocessing tools and steps used for the 1-meter DEM were used for these
lower resolution elevation models.

4.3.5. Small Area Estimators
The SAE model considered for this work (equation 4-2), was first described by
Fay and Herriot (1979)
𝜃 = 𝒛𝑻𝒊 𝜷 + 𝑏 𝑣 + 𝑒

Equation 4-2

where 𝒛 is a vector of area-specific covariates, 𝜷 is the vector of regression coefficients,
𝑏 are positive constants (assumed equal 1 in this study), 𝑣 are area-specific random
effects assumed iid 𝑁(0, 𝜎 ) and 𝑒 are individual random errors iid 𝑁(0, 𝛹 ).
The empirical best linear unbiased predictor (EBLUP) is a weighted estimate
based on the sampling estimate variance (𝛹 ) and the random error variance (𝜎 ). As the
direct estimate (i.e. the ground sample), becomes more reliable, the estimate is weighted
towards it. Conversely, the EBLUP weights more towards the synthetic estimate for
unreliable (i.e. relatively high sample variance) samples. The form of the estimator
utilized is:
𝜃 = 𝛾𝜃 + (1 − 𝛾)𝒛𝑻𝒊 𝛽
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Equation 4-3

where 𝛾 is the weight that uses both sources of error (𝛹 and 𝜎 ) and is given by equation
4-4.
𝛾 = 𝜎 /(𝜎 + 𝛹 )

Equation 4-4

The area-level SAE models were fit using the SAE package in R (Molina and
Marhuenda 2015) using the “mseFH” function. The REML method was used with all
default parameters. Details of the REML procedure can be found in Rao and Molina
(2015). Additionally, Datta and Lahiri (2000) provide a detailed description of the MSE
estimation.

4.3.6. Candidate Models
Using area-based lidar metrics, stand thinning status, and tree counts from both
the watershed and canopy maxima individual tree segmentations, a list of candidate SAE
models was developed. The list was divided into three groups: 1) Model forms that
contained only area-based lidar metrics and thinning status, 2) model forms that included
a combination of area-based and watershed derived individual tree-based metrics and, 3)
model forms that included a combination of area- and canopy maxima derived individual
tree-based metrics. Area-level metrics evaluated included the normalized 80 th, 90th, 95th,
and 99th height percentiles and thinning status. The individual tree metrics included only
the stem counts summarized to a stem count per hectare. The list of candidate predictors
is shown in table 4-3. The effects of reduced density point clouds and lower resolution
DEMs were evaluated using only model forms that contained the area-based lidar metrics
and thinning status (group 1).
Table 4-3. Groups of predictors evaluated.
Area-Level Metrics
TV_Planted ~ P80
TV_Planted ~ P90
TV_Planted ~ P95
TV_Planted ~ P99
TV_Planted ~ P80 + thin_status
TV_Planted ~ P90 + thin_status
TV_Planted ~ P95 + thin_status
TV_Planted ~ P99 + thin_status

Area- and Ind. Tree Metrics Watershed
Approach
TV_Planted ~ P80 + TPH
TV_Planted ~ P90 + TPH
TV_Planted ~ P95 + TPH
TV_Planted ~ P99 + TPH
TV_Planted ~ P80 + thin_status + TPH
TV_Planted ~ P90 + thin_status + TPH
TV_Planted ~ P95 + thin_status + TPH
TV_Planted ~ P99 + thin_status + TPH

Area- and Ind. Tree Metrics Canopy
Maxima Approach
TV_Planted ~ P80 + TPH
TV_Planted ~ P90 + TPH
TV_Planted ~ P95 + TPH
TV_Planted ~ P99 + TPH
TV_Planted ~ P80 + thin_status + TPH
TV_Planted ~ P90 + thin_status + TPH
TV_Planted ~ P95 + thin_status + TPH
TV_Planted ~ P99 + thin_status + TPH

4.3.7. Model Sensitivity Analysis
To examine the stability of the relationships between small area estimates and
precision and the direct estimates, bootstrapped samples were drawn from the 40 stands
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evaluated. One thousand samples of 40 were drawn with replacement using the R
“sample” function. Each bootstrap sample was used to fit the area-level SAE to the list of
model forms evaluated using area-based lidar with and without thinning status. Model
sensitivity analysis was only conducted for models that contained the area-based lidar
metrics and thinning status. Only full density point clouds and the associated 1-meter
DEMs were used.

4.4. Results
The stands evaluated covered a wide range of conditions encountered in
operational forest inventory in the southeastern United States in managed loblolly pine
plantations (Table 4-4). It is common for the first operational inventory to occur at the
time of crown-closure (~10 years old) followed by an inventory immediately pre- and
post-thinning (~14-20 years old for first thinning and any subsequent thinning). A final
inventory is common at the time preceding final harvest (usually >= 25 years old).
Table 4-4. Direct estimate summary for the 40 stands evaluated
Stand Parameter
Planted Trees per Hectare
Planted Basal Area (𝑚 ∗ ℎ𝑎 )
Planted Total Volume (𝑚 ∗ ℎ𝑎 )
Planted Dominant Height (m)

Min
177.9
8.7
42.0
9.3

Max
2693.4
46.8
353.2
25.2

Mean
899.0
26.4
194.4
15.9

Std.Dev.
511.7
9.9
81.4
3.6

For the comparisons between the precision of models and direct estimates, 1-1
scatterplots of relative error ratios (RER), were constructed. Any point falling below the
1-1 line indicates greater precision (i.e. smaller variation) for the RER on the y-axis. For
SAE models the RER for small area 𝑖 is
(

𝑅𝐸𝑅 (%) =

)

∗ 100

Equation 4-5

and the RER for the direct estimate is
(

𝑅𝐸𝑅 (%) =

)

∗ 100

Equation 4-6

where
𝜃 =𝑦 =𝑛

∑

Equation 4-7

𝑦

and
𝛹 = 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝜃 ) = 𝑛
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∑(

)

Equation 4-8

In addition, estimates were compared using 1-1 scatterplots. Points falling below
the 1-1 relationship indicate a lower y-axis estimate compared with the x-axis estimate.
Points falling above the 1-1 line indicate a higher y-axis estimate compared with the xaxis estimate.
The lidar height percentiles evaluated resulted in very similar SAE models. Due
to the similarities, only results using the 80th percentile lidar height are presented. As
reported in Green et al. (2019), area-level SAE models using both lidar and thinning
status improved the total volume estimate precision in many cases (Figure 4-2a). While
bias cannot be directly assessed because the true population values are not known, there
are no patterns suggesting a systematic under or over prediction by the SAE model
evaluated (Figure 4-2b).
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(a)

(b)
th

Figure 4-2. Area-level SAE results. (a) Model with lidar 80 height percentile and thinning status as auxiliary information relative error comparison and (b)
estimate comparison with lidar 80th height percentile and thinning status as auxiliary information. Smoothing lines are for visual interpretation only and are not
representative of the SAE model fit. Error bars represent one standard error in the x direction and the root mean squared error in the y direction. (Figure adapted
from Green et al. 2019)
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The effects on the total volume estimate and its precision from reducing the
spatial resolution of the DEM were minimal. As can be seen in Figure 4-3a and 4-3b,
both the 30- and 10-meter DEM resolutions resulted in very similar precision compared
to the lidar derived 1-meter DEM when using the original, unthinned point cloud. In
addition, the estimates are essentially unchanged using either the 30-meter (Figure 4-4a)
or 10-meter (Figure 4-4b) DEM. When compared to the full point cloud using the 1meter DEM, thinned point clouds using either the 30- or 10-meter DEM resulted in
similar or slightly improved precision in most cases (Figure 4-3c – 4-4h). In addition, the
estimate remained similar in most cases (Figure 4-4c – 4-4h).
The inclusion of density estimates using both the watershed segmentation and
canopy maxima methods had minimal influence on the SAE fits. For all combinations of
model forms, canopy height model resolutions, and height thresholds, similar results were
found. Due to the similarity, only the model fits that use the 1m canopy height model
with a 4.57m height threshold and include the lidar 80th percentile, thinning status, and a
density estimate are shown. As seen in figure 4-5, the relationships between the direct
estimate relative standard error and the model relative error remained essentially
unchanged when compared to the model that only included the lidar 80th percentile and
thinning status as auxiliary data.
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(h)

Figure 4-3. Relative root mean squared error (RMSE) comparison between (a) 1m DEM with full point cloud and 30m DEM with full point cloud, (b) 1m DEM
with full point cloud and 10m DEM with full point cloud, (c) 1m DEM with full point cloud and 30m DEM with 50% point cloud, (d) 1m DEM with full point
cloud and 10m DEM with 50% point cloud, (e) 1m DEM with full point cloud and 30m DEM with 10% point cloud, (f) 1m DEM with full point cloud and 10m
DEM with 10% point cloud, (g) 1m DEM with full point cloud and 30m DEM with 1% point cloud, and (h) 1m DEM with full point cloud and 10m DEM with
1% point cloud. Relative RMSE is calculated as: 100*(RMSE/EBLUP) where RMSE is the root mean squared error for the model estimate and EBLUP is the
model estimate.
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(d)

(f)

(h)

Figure 4-4. Estimate comparison between (a) 1m DEM with full point cloud and 30m DEM with full point cloud, (b) 1m DEM with full point cloud and 10m
DEM with full point cloud, (c) 1m DEM with full point cloud and 30m DEM with 50% point cloud, (d) 1m DEM with full point cloud and 10m DEM with 50%
point cloud, (e) 1m DEM with full point cloud and 30m DEM with 10% point cloud, (f) 1m DEM with full point cloud and 10m DEM with 10% point cloud, (g)
1m DEM with full point cloud and 30m DEM with 1% point cloud, and (h) 1m DEM with full point cloud and 10m DEM with 1% point cloud.
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Figure 4-5. (a) Area-level SAE error ratio comparison between model using lidar 80 th percentile, thinning
status, and no individual tree estimate, (b) lidar 80th percentile, thinning status, and individual tree estimate
using the watershed approach, (c) and lidar 80th percentile, thinning status, and individual tree estimate
using the canopy maxima approach. Figures d-f are the corresponding estimate comparisons. In all figures,
the smoothing lines are for visual interpretation only and are not representative of the SAE model fit. Error
bars represent one standard error in the x direction and the root mean squared error in the y direction. For
the models including individual tree detection, a 1m resolution canopy height model with a 4.57m height
threshold was used. (Figure a and d adapted from Green et al. 2019).
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The observed trends of increased estimate precision are consistent with the
bootstrapped model fits. Over 1000 repeated samples, there is noticeable RER variation
for individual stands (Figure 4-6); however, the general trend resembles that in figure 42a. Similarly, the stand volume model estimates vary but follow the 1-1 relationship with
the direct estimate. Similar relationships were found with the other lidar height
percentiles and only the model form with the 80th height percentile and thinning status are
shown.
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(a)

(b)
th

Figure 4-6. Bootstrapped, area-level SAE results. (a) Model with lidar 80 height percentile and thinning status as auxiliary information relative error comparison
and (b) estimate comparison with lidar 80th height percentile and thinning status as auxiliary information. Smoothing lines are for visual interpretation only and
are not representative of the SAE model fit.
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4.5. Discussion
The similar estimate precision using thinned point clouds does not agree with our
initial expectation of lower estimate precision with lower density point clouds. The
findings of this study are promising for the future of using point-cloud data from a variety
of sources in area-based forest inventory. A common difficulty with using lidar in
operational forest inventory is the cost of acquisition (McRoberts et al., 2018). Pointclouds derived from DAP have emerged as a promising, lower cost alternative with a
growing body of literature demonstrating the potential (e.g. White et al., 2013 and
Goodbody et al., 2019). DAP generates point clouds that characterize the outer canopy
envelope necessitating the need for an elevation model generated from other sources. It
has been commonly assumed that lidar derived DEMs were necessary to effectively use
DAP point clouds in operational settings (White et al., 2013). The results of this work
suggest that in areas such as the southeastern United States Piedmont or Coastal Plain, a
DEM with lower spatial resolution will generate similar estimates with similar precision
in the SAE framework. Further, the results from this work suggest sparse point clouds are
useful for improving the precision of inventory estimates. This is not to suggest that
lower resolution point clouds are “better”, rather, they provide very similar results using
the methods described in the conditions evaluated. In planning future lidar missions,
common constraints such as cost could be reduced by higher collection altitudes. It is
unlikely that similar results would be found if individual tree detection methods were
utilized. Increased point cloud density has been shown to be important for accurate tree
delineation and calculation of lidar cover metrics (Jakubowski et al., 2013).
An essential requirement when using SAE is a sufficient linear relationship
between the variable of interest and the ancillary information (Rao and Molina 2015).
The strength of this relationship based on the coefficient of variation (𝑅 ), was found to
remain similar, or even slightly improve, as auxiliary data resolution decreased (Table 45). The strength of these linear relationships are major contributors to the similar SAE
results found amongst the data evaluated.
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Table 4-5. Comparison of strength of linear relationship between levels of auxiliary data precision and total
planted volume using linear model form that includes the lidar 80th height percentile and thinning status.
Auxiliary Data
𝑹𝟐
1-meter DEM, full point cloud
0.64
10-meter DEM, 50% of original point cloud
0.63
10-meter DEM, 10% of original point cloud
0.65
10-meter DEM, 1% of original point cloud
0.69
30-meter DEM, 50% of original point cloud
0.64
30-meter DEM, 10% of original point cloud
0.66
30-meter DEM, 1% of original point cloud
0.69

Based on the results of this study, the inclusion of density estimates using the
individual tree detection methods evaluated are not recommended. The density estimates
are highly sensitive to function parameters and provided minimal improvements in
estimate precision compared to lidar height percentiles and thinning status. Delineating
individual tree crowns in relatively dense plantations proved ineffective. Depending the
spatial resolution of the CHM and the height threshold for the tree detection methods,
individual tree crowns were either grouped, leading to an undercount, or separated,
leading to an overcount. Further, the delineation errors were not consistently biased,
leading to weak linear relationships between the observed and predicted densities.
The results of the bootstrap refitting indicate the observed relationships between
direct estimate and model RERs are similar across repeated samples. The trend of
increasing model precision for higher levels of direct estimate variation appears stable
and was not simply a result of the one sample collected for this study.

4.6. Conclusions
This work has demonstrated the effects of using lower resolution elevation
models and lower density lidar point clouds as covariates in loblolly pine plantations
SAE models. To specifically address our research objectives and questions: 1) DEM
resolution had minimal effects on the precision and estimates using the SAE methods
evaluated, 2) Reduced lidar point cloud densities resulted in similar total volume estimate
precision and estimates. Lower density point clouds were at worst, as useful as the full
density point clouds evaluated, 3) The inclusion of stem density estimates from lidar
individual tree detection contributed minimally to the effectiveness of SAE models in
improving total volume estimate precision, and 4) The general observed trends between
the direct estimates and their precision were stable across repeated bootstrapped samples.
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The results from this work are promising to inventory managers interested in using SAE
techniques in loblolly pine plantations and indicate that lower resolution auxiliary
information can be utilized with confidence in area-based SAE applications for the
conditions included in this study.
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Chapter 5 Comparison of plot-level and stand-level projections
of simulated loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.) stands3
5.1. Abstract
Estimating current stand conditions and value is often required for making
management decisions. However, costs and logistical constraints make yearly inventory
impractical in most settings necessitating the use of growth and yield models. Projection
of plots aggregated within stands, denoted as stand-level projection, and aggregation of
individual projected plots within stands, denoted as plot-level projection, are two
strategies to predict stand parameters at future times. This study investigated the
differences in the two projection strategies under differing levels of spatial heterogeneity
and stand development. Simulated mapped stands and samples, along with three whole
stand models, were utilized to perform the comparisons.
The results indicated that the two methods produced similar projections in terms
of dominant height, basal area, and stems per hectare under most situations. As spatial
heterogeneity increased, the stand-level projection indicated a significant bias of
predicted total volume compared with the plot-level projection regardless of plot size as
indicated by Jensen’s Inequality. The model used made a noticeable impact on the
differences, while thinning did not alter the patterns of observed differences. When
implementing projections at the whole-stand level, careful consideration of stand
heterogeneity and the growth and yield model is recommended.

3

This chapter has been published by NRC Research Press as: Green, P.C., Yang, S., Burkhart, H.E. 2019.
Comparison of plot- and stand-level projections of simulated loblolly pine (Pinus taeda) stands. Can. J.
For. Res. 49, 692-100. DOI: dx.doi.org/10.1139/cjfr-2018-0208. The permission to use this publication as a
chapter in this dissertation is acknowledged. Green, P.C., Yang, S., and Burkhart, H.E. contributed to the
design and ideas for the work. Green, P.C., and Yang, S. contributed to the analysis and writing.
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5.2. Introduction
An accurate, up-to-date understanding of forest stand conditions is essential for
informed management decisions. The two primary tools commonly utilized to estimate
stand parameters are forest inventory and growth and yield models. Common inventory
procedure involves using either fixed or variable radius sample plots established at some
established intensity and spatial distribution. Data collected at each sample unit varies but
typically consists of species, diameter at breast height (DBH), total height (H) and tree
quality information (Burkhart et al. 2019). Ultimately, the purpose of many inventories is
to assess both volumetric yields and monetary values. Costs and logistical constraints
make yearly inventory impractical in most settings necessitating the use of growth and
yield models to estimate both current and future conditions. Growth and yield models can
be generalized into two broad classes, whole stand and tree level models. The two
categories can differ greatly in complexity, data requirements and use; however, they
both have found successful use in forest modeling (Clutter et al. 1983; Burkhart and
Tomé 2012).
Spatial variation of forest attributes exists at some level in both natural and
managed stands. The degree of variation in managed systems depends on many factors;
however, patterns of spatial heterogeneity can be classified as regular, random or
aggregated (Li and Reynolds 1994; Hou et al. 2015). Stratification is commonly used to
improve the precision of volume estimates when strata boundaries can be reliably
determined (Shiver and Borders 1996). When growth projections are of primary interest,
measurements such as density and/or site index are generally used in lieu of volume
(Smith and Burkhart 1984). Barriers with stratification include determining locations of
the strata boundaries, and if spatial variation is large enough to justify the effort to locate,
digitize, and measure strata sizes. Due to these challenges, individual stands are often
inventoried under the assumption that they are sufficiently spatially homogeneous to
forgo stratification.
Loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.) is the most widely planted plantation species in the
southeastern United States. Ground based inventory is typically conducted at several
stages in stand development including: (i) early stand survival counts (~1-2 years old),
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(ii) crown closure (~9-11 years old), (iii) immediate pre- and post-first thinning (~ 12-17
years old), (iv) pre- and post-additional thinning, and (v) prior to final harvest (~ 25 years
old). Despite the multiple inventory entry points, reliable estimates of stand conditions
and value are needed every year. Further, estimates of standing conditions and value are
often required for management decisions, financial planning and fiduciary reporting
requirements. Common practice following inventory is to project a single aggregate of
the sample plot estimates to future times, denoted as stand-level projection. Alternatively,
a stand-level parameter estimate can be obtained by aggregating projected plot estimates
at future times, denoted as plot-level projection. The aggregation of sample units 𝑥 with
mean 𝑥̅ and variance > 0, followed by projection with a non-linear function 𝑓(𝑥) results
in 𝑓(𝑥̅ ). This result does not equal the projection of the 𝑥 sample units with the same
non-linear function 𝑓(𝑥) followed by aggregation 𝑓(𝑥). This mathematical property is
known as Jensen’s Inequality (Jensen 1906) and is important to consider when examining
the effects of variation in natural systems (Ruel and Ayres 1999). Bias of estimates was
noted by Moeur and Ek (1981) with stand-level aggregation projections compared with
plot-level projections. The magnitude of the differences observed is dependent on the
projection model and the levels of spatial heterogeneity (Smith and Burkhart 1984). A
method for approximation of the magnitude of mathematical bias encountered with stand
level aggregations was proposed by Duursma and Robinson (2003); however, the
differences induced from stand-level projection of forest inventories under various stand
conditions or sampling designs has not been extensively examined. Therefore, in this
study we compared stand parameter estimates in simulated loblolly pine plantations when
using the stand-level projection compared with the mathematically unbiased, plot-level
projection strategy. The overall objective was to evaluate the magnitude of differences
encountered from the two projection strategies under (i) four different levels of spatial
heterogeneity (two for thinned stands), (ii) three example whole stand projection models,
(iii) two plot sizes, and (iv) the presence or absence of thinning. The use of simulated
data allowed for known initial stand parameters, control over levels of spatial
heterogeneity, control over thinning treatments, and repeated sampling with different
sample plot sizes. Repeated simple random sampling from simulated stands was utilized
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to accomplish the objectives. Parameter estimates of interest include dominant height,
basal area per hectare, trees per hectare and total volume per hectare.

5.3. Data and methods
5.3.1. Simulated plantations with varying levels of spatial variability
The PTAEDA growth and yield model (Daniels and Burkhart 1975) was used to
generate the simulated loblolly pine plantations. In PTAEDA, individual trees located in
an x-y grid are grown as a function of age (years since planting), site quality, intraspecific
competition, and management treatments. Annual diameter and height increment are
predicted for each tree through the years unless it succumbs to mortality or is removed in
a thinning treatment. Evolution of major data, model components and software used in
PTAEDA were detailed in Amateis and Burkhart (2016).
Four simulated loblolly pine stands, denoted basemaps, were generated from
PTAEDA 4.1. Each basemap occupied 37.63 ha (93 ac); an initial planting density of
1235 tree per ha (500 trees per ac) was specified in all cases, and the average site index
(SI) was 21 m (70 ft) for all scenarios.
To simulate different levels of spatial heterogeneity, each basemap was evenly
divided into 6×6 patches, and a site index was assigned to each patch (see Fig. 5-1).
Specifically,
(1) homogeneous stand with a single site index of 21 m (Fig. 5-1a)
(2) heterogeneous stand, 22 of 36 patches assigned to a site index of 21 m while the
remaining 14 patches were randomly and equally assigned by site indices of 24 m
and 18 m (Fig. 5-1b)
(3) heterogeneous stand, site indices of 24 m, 21 m and 18 m were systematically and
equally assigned to one third of all patches (Fig 5-1c).
(4) heterogeneous stand, site indices of 24 m and 18 m were systematically and
equally assigned to one half of all patches (Fig. 5-1d)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5-1. Spatial arrangement of PTAEDA generated basemaps utilized in this study. (a) Pure SI 21.3 m
(70 ft), (b) random, uneven SI 24.4 m (80 ft), 21.3 m (70 ft), and 18.3 m (60 ft) with more 21.3 m (70 ft),
(c) Even, systematic SI 24.4 m (80 ft), 21.3 m (70 ft), and 18.3 m (60 ft) and (d) Even systematic SI 24.4 m
(80 ft), 18.3 m (60 ft). Small white patches are due to individual tree mortality.

The four basemaps with varying levels of spatial heterogeneity were generated at
age 10, denoted as unthinned basemaps. Basemaps 1 and 2 were grown to age 15 and a
thinning treatment was applied. Thus, there are four unthinned basemaps at age 10 and
two thinned basemaps at age 15. Stands subject to the thinning treatment were thinned to
approximately 16 m ha

(70 ft ac

) using a third-row removal plus selective thinning

from below to meet the basal area target. Approximately 12.5 - 13 m ha
ft ac

(55-57

) were removed. This thinning treatment was chosen to simulate a non-intensive

operational first thinning treatment common to loblolly pine plantations.

5.3.2. Sampling simulator and samples
Tree attributes and coordinates generated by PTAEDA 4.1 were used when
simulating forest sampling plans using the FMRC sampling simulator 4. Since one plot per

4

A copy of the user’s guide for the sampling simulator is available upon request.
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three acres in a commonly used sampling intensity for pine plantation timber inventory,
30 circular plots were randomly selected for each scenario. A plot size of 0.02 ha (20 th
ac) or 0.01 ha (40th ac) was used. 100 repeated samples were drawn from each basemap
using the FMRC sampling simulator. CV of stand basal area among sample plots was
calculated to quantify the magnitude of spatial heterogeneity for each basemap

5.3.3. Growth and yield projection and prediction
To analyze the effect of growth model choice, simulations were conducted with
the three growth models: FASTLOB, TAUYIELD (Amateis et al. 2016), and PMRC
1996-1 (Harrison and Borders 1996) (denoted PMRC in the following). The three stand
projection models are composed of a set of stand growth and yield equations, and all have
been widely applied in the southeastern US. Sources for the model forms for estimating
stand parameters evaluated are provided in Table 5-1.
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Table 5-1. Model form sources utilized for projections
Model
Stand Parameter
PMRC
H projection
SI prediction
Unthinned Basal Area Projection (G)
Basal Area Prediction (G)
Competition Index
Thinned Basal Area Projection (G)
Survival (N)
Volume (V)
FASTLOB
H (or SI)
Basal Area Projection (G)
Survival (N)
Volume (V)
TAUYIELD
H (or SI)
Basal Area Projection (G)
Survival (N)
Volume (V)

Model Form Source
Harrison and Borders (1996)
Harrison and Borders (1996)
Harrison and Borders (1996)
Harrison and Borders (1996)
Pienaar (1979)
Pienaar (1979)
Harrison and Borders (1996)
Harrison and Borders (1996)
Bailey and Clutter (1974)
Hasenauer et al. (1997)
Amateis et al. (1997)
𝑌 = 𝑏 + 𝑏 𝐵𝐴(𝐻𝐷)
Diéguez-Aranda et al. (2006)
Amateis et al. (2016)
Gyawali and Burkhart (2014)
Amateis et al. (2016)

Dominant height, survival (i.e number of trees per unit area) and basal area were
projected from age 10 to age 25 in the unthinned stands and from age 15 to age 25 in the
thinned stands (thinning was implemented at age 15). Dominant height was defined as all
trees in the top 80 percent of heights per plot. In the United States, the generally accepted
definition of dominant height for estimating site index is the average height of dominant
and codominant trees (Burkhart et al. 2019). Since crown class is not a tree attribute that
is available in simulated stands used in this research, an alternative definition of average
height of dominant and codominant trees was needed. An analysis of region-wide data
from loblolly pine plantations in which crown class was assigned to all measured trees
showed that the height of the top 80 percent of trees closely approximated the mean
height of trees classified in the dominant or codominant crown class 5. This definition was
used when estimating site index from tree heights on simulated plots.

5.3.4. Stand-level and plot-level projections
The stand-level and plot-level projections were implemented as follows:
(1) For stand-level projection, initial stand conditions, which were averaged over all
plots located in the same stand, were used for projection. That is, for a given stand

5

Protocol for Computing Site Index for Loblolly Pine Plantations in the Tier I Data Sets in PINEMAP,
unpublished project report
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variable, a single average of the initial plot conditions was used to project the
future growth and yield of a stand.
(2) For plot-level projection, each plot was treated as a “stand”, and each “stand” was
projected individually based on its own initial conditions. The stand parameters
were then calculated by averaging the projected stand variables from all plots at
future ages.
For example, thirty plots are sampled in a stand. For stand-level projection, the
stand parameters are projected under the initial stand conditions, which are calculated by
averaging over the thirty plots. For plot-level projection, stand parameter estimates on
each plot are first projected followed by averaging of the thirty projected values to obtain
the whole stand parameter estimate. At a given age, the projected average stand
parameters are used to predict total yield.
The value of zero was assigned to all stand parameters for the plots with no
sampled trees. A one percent per year constant rate of mortality was applied for the
PMRC survival model when initial density was less than 247 stems per hectare (100
stems per acre). Bootstrapping one hundred repeated samples 1000 times was used to
construct 95% confidence intervals of the projected stand variables for stand- and plotlevel projections, respectively. For each scenario, stand- and plot-level projections were
significantly different if the two 95% confidence intervals were not overlapping. This
method of statistical hypothesis testing was chosen to provide flexibility in the
interpretation of results. Due to the data being in the form of a paired series of projected
sample distributions, it was decided that a confidence interval comparison between the
two methods would effectively test for significant differences at each step of the
projection period instead of a single test of statistical significance for the entire projection
period.
For all models, sample unit size, and levels of spatial heterogeneity combinations,
a ratio of the estimate projected at plot-level to the estimate projected at stand-level was
calculated, and the mean of the ratios was computed by averaging over one hundred
samples. If these values were determined to be statistically significantly different from 1
(non-overlapping confidence intervals). This implies that the stand-level projection
strategy deviated significantly from the plot-level method.
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Violin plots were constructed for each year of the projection period to compare
the stand- and plot-level projections. The shape of the violin is a kernel-density plot fit
around the sampling distribution. The 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals are plotted
to indicate if the distributions are significantly different at each time interval. All
projections, predictions and analyses were conducted in R (R Core Team 2013; Wickham
2009; Wickham 2011; Wickham et al. 2017; Wickham 2018).

5.4. Results and discussion
5.4.1. Impact of spatial heterogeneity on projections
Although the three models showed differences in predicted total volume between the
two projection methods in varying degrees, the general trends of the impact of the four
levels of spatial heterogeneity on total volume estimates are consistent among the models
(see Figs. 5-2 and 5-3). In the homogeneous, consistent SI 21 m stand (basemap 1), total
volume predicted by plot-level-projected variables is statistically similar to that predicted
by stand-level-projected variables (ratio of means ~1.01-1.02); however, in the three
stands with heterogeneity introduced, the predicted total volume between the two
projection methods is noticeably different, especially for stands with systematicallydistributed patches (basemaps 3 and 4). Ratio of means vary from ~1.04 -1.13 (see Table
5-2). This indicates that characteristics of stands, such as spatial arrangement, influence
the stand volume prediction between the two methods of projection.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5-2. Pure SI 21.3 m (70 ft) base age 25 unthinned total volume projections for 0.02 ha sample plots
and three projection models. Kernel density (violin plots) distributions of the repeated samples and 95%
confidence intervals of the mean bars (inside of the violins). The projection type is indicated with the fill of
the violins.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5-3. Even systematic SI 24.4 m (80 ft), 18.3 m (60 ft) base age 25 unthinned total volume
projections for 0.02 ha sample plots and three projection models. Kernel density (violin plots) distributions
of the repeated samples and 95% confidence intervals of the mean bars (inside of the violins). The
projection type is indicated with the fill of the violins.
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Table 5-2. Mean ratios between plot and stand level projections. Highlighted and bold values indicate the ratio is statistically significantly different from 1 at
95% confidence level.

Mean of ratios btwn plot
and stand lv proj.
Basemap
Plot
Model
Size
(ha)
Stand 1
0.02 FAST.
TAUY.
PMRC
0.01 FAST.
TAUY.
PMRC
Stand 2
0.02 FAST.
TAUY.
PMRC
0.01 FAST.
TAUY.
PMRC
Stand 3
0.02 FAST.
TAUY.
PMRC
0.01 FAST.
TAUY.
PMRC
Stand 4
0.02 FAST.
TAUY.
PMRC
0.01 FAST.
TAUY.
PMRC

10
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Dominant Ht.
Age
15
20
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

25

10

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

No. of Trees
Age
15
20
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
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25

10

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Basal Area
Age
15
20
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99

25

10

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.99
1.00
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.98
0.98
0.99

1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.02
1.03
1.03
1.05
1.03
1.03
1.06
1.04
1.04
1.08
1.04
1.04
1.10
1.06
1.06
1.11
1.06
1.06
1.13

Total Vol.
Age
15
20
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.02
1.02
1.03
1.02
1.02
1.04
1.03
1.03
1.04
1.03
1.03
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.06
1.05
1.05
1.07

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.02
1.01
1.01
1.03
1.02
1.02
1.03
1.02
1.02
1.04
1.03
1.03
1.04
1.03
1.03
1.05

25
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.02
1.01
1.01
1.02
1.01
1.01
1.03
1.02
1.02
1.03
1.02
1.02
1.04

Often spatial heterogeneity is not considered when inventories are conducted at
the stand level. That is, individual stands are not stratified by a measure of productivity
such as site index. A goal of this study was to assess the impact of conducting and
projecting a forest inventory under the common assumption that site index is
homogeneous across a stand. In short, with the increase of stand variability the predicted
total volume varies between plot- and stand-level projections. These results implied that
it is necessary to consider stand variability following an inventory when projecting stand
parameters. In this study, we were able to manipulate and control stand variability using
the simulated plantations. The four basemaps represent four levels of spatial
heterogeneity. The CV of basal area among the samples for each model is shown in
Figure 5-4. As the CV increases, it is assumed that the stand is more heterogeneous in
terms of productivity due to the strong correlation of loblolly pine basal area and volume.
Calculating CV of stand basal area among sample plots as in this work or using remote
sensing data as auxiliary information can be helpful for forest managers to assess stand
variability in practice. If heterogeneity is determined to be severe enough to result in
stand-level projections statistically deviating from the plot-level projection method, a
stratified inventory, followed by stand-level projection, is an alternative method to reduce
the magnitude of these differences in the projections.

Figure 5-4. Comparison of predicted total volume at age 10 using samples. CV of stand basal area
calculated from the 100 independent samples of 30 0.02 ha plots. (Map 1) Pure SI 21.3 m (70 ft), (Map 2)
random, uneven SI 24.4 m (80 ft), 21.3 m (70 ft), and 18.3 m (60 ft) with more 21.3 m (70 ft), (Map 3)
Even, systematic SI 24.4 m (80 ft), 21.3 m (70 ft), and 18.3 m (60 ft), and (Map 4) Even systematic SI 24.4
m (80 ft), 18.3 m (60 ft).
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5.4.2. Impact of whole-stand growth and yield models
The three stand growth and yield models evaluated are commonly used in the
southeastern United States for the management of loblolly pine. All three models were
constructed with region-wide data and were designed with sensible biological constraints.
Despite their similarities, the models have unique, non-linear forms. The different forms
and levels of non-linearity affected the observed differences between the two projection
strategies, especially for total volume. The difference between the mean of a nonlinear
function and the function evaluated at the mean (Jensen’s Inequality) has been studied
extensively (e.g. Duursma and Robinson 2003), but growth and yield models consist of
numerous interacting components of varying degrees of nonlinearity. Hence, analytical
approximations of the overall model differences can become intractable. However, a
useful empirical approximation of expected differences between the two estimation
approaches may be obtained for a variety of stand conditions and models through a
simulation approach. The FASTLOB model exhibited the fewest differences while the
PMRC model exhibited both the largest and greatest number of significant differences
(Table 5-2, Figures 5-2 and 5-3, supplemental figures 5-1 - 5-4). For example, in the most
heterogeneous stand (basemap 4), the FASTLOB model ratio of means at age 10 was
1.06 while the PMRC model ranged from 1.11 – 1.13 at age 10. Due to the increased
variability of parameter estimates from single plots, unusual conditions required
exceptions to be made for certain components of the growth and yield models.
Specifically, sample plots with no trees could not be projected. An exception was
required so that the plots with no volume remained as part of the overall average.
Additionally, the PMRC survival function required an initial density of at least 247 stems
per hectare (100 stems per acre). Below this threshold, a constant rate of mortality had to
be assumed according to the recommendation of the model developers. For this study, a
one percent constant mortality rate was assumed; however, this value may not be valid
under different circumstances.

5.4.3. Impact of sample unit size
In general, the two plot sizes evaluated in this study (0.02 and 0.01 hectares)
resulted in similar trends in projected differences. The larger plot size did not alleviate
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the significant differences found when using the stand level projections. The larger plot
size did slightly decrease the difference in the values between the two projection methods
in some instances (Table 5-2). However, significant differences occurred with both plot
sizes. The PMRC model exhibited the greatest difference in the ratio of means (0.02) at
age 10 for the stands with systematic heterogeneity. Due to the similarities, only results
for the larger plot size (0.02 ha) are shown in Figures 2 and 3 and supplemental figures 51 - 5-4.

5.4.4. Impact of thinning on projections
The two basemaps with higher levels of heterogeneity (Figure 5-1c and 5-1d)
were excluded from thinning treatments. Operationally, stands with these patterns and
levels of heterogeneity would likely have separate thinning treatments applied at different
ages. The thinning treatment imposed increased the CV of stand basal area from 11.48%
to 22.01% in basemap 1 and increased the CV for basemap 2 from 18.77% to 29.66%.
Despite the increase in variation after thinning, the difference in basal area CV between
the stands remained similar. While thinning dramatically altered the stand conditions, the
basemaps with thinning imposed exhibited non-significant differences between the two
projection methods as compared with the unthinned counterparts (Supplementary Figures
5-3 and 5-4). Due to the lack of significant differences in the projection period as seen
from the confidence interval bars, mean ratios are not presented for the thinning
treatments.

5.4.5. Further discussion
Aggregation error has been studied extensively in ecological literature (e.g. Cale
et al. 1983; Iwasa et al. 1987; Ruel and Ayres 1999). However, to the best of our
knowledge, there has been little research into this topic for the aggregation and projection
of plantation pine inventory data. As with the aggregation study by Moeur and Ek (1981),
differences were noted with stand-level aggregation projections compared to plot-level
projections. This study demonstrated that as spatial heterogeneity increased, the
differences between the two aggregation strategies increased as indicated by Jensen’s
Inequality for all three models, especially for total volume. Other parameters including
height, stems per hectare, and in most cases basal area, were not significantly different.
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This is likely due to these parameters being first estimated directly from the sample data,
followed by projection. The initial condition at each subsequent age for stand volume was
predicted. The non-linear models used to predict volume produced significantly different
estimates depending on the aggregation strategy utilized. Figure 5-4 demonstrates that the
differences of volume predicted at age 10 volume following sampling increases as the
CV of basal area increases for all models. Despite the differences, both the stand- and
plot-level projection methods have advantages and disadvantages. Stand-level projection
is more computationally efficient, but it is not unbiased for non-linear model forms and
the bias becomes larger with higher levels of stand heterogeneity. Plot-level projection
preserves more information concerning variance, but it is more computationally intensive
and more subject to issues such as model limitations. Unlike Moeur and Ek (1981), this
study utilized simulated stands and samples. The use of simulated data allowed for
known stand establishment parameters, control over levels of heterogeneity, control over
thinning treatments, and repeated sampling with different sample plot sizes. While the
basemaps generated in PTAEDA and the samples drawn with the sample simulator are
not “real” data, they are representative of common conditions. It is important to mention
that this study is not comparing projected inventories to known population parameters.
PTAEDA basemaps are “established” with known parameters and then sampled using a
sample simulator. These samples are then projected to future dates and compared against
each other, not the basemap. If the projected values were compared to a projected
basemap, this would involve comparing the three whole-stand models to another model
projection, that of the PTAEDA simulator. The objective of the study was to evaluate the
magnitude of differences between the two aggregation-projection strategies, not compare
the effectiveness of model forms to estimate overall population parameters at specified
points in stand development. These maps, in conjunction with the sampling simulator,
provide a means to assess sample projection questions such as those in this study. The
four stand parameters considered are commonly utilized for management decisions. Of
these values, total volume is often of greatest interest as it is most correlated with
important characteristics such as monetary value or biomass.
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5.5. Conclusions
In summary, stand spatial heterogeneity and the growth and yield model used
made noticeable impacts on the differences of predicted total volume in two projection
methods. The general trends of predicted total volume over time in the two projection
methods were similar among the three models across four basemaps. In this study,
however, plot size and thinning treatment did little to affect the patterns of observed
differences.
Except for total volume and in several cases basal area, the projected stand
parameters in stand- and plot-level projections are not statistically different. Either
projection method can be used interchangeably to estimate future growth and yield when
spatial heterogeneity is not severe. The difficulties, such as the definition of dominant
height and no tally plots, need to be addressed when implementing plot-level projections.
The results of this work should provide guidance for forest managers who
regularly conduct and project forest inventories at the whole stand level. Carefully
evaluating the growth and yield systems and their performance under differing levels of
spatial heterogeneity before applying projection is recommended.
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5.7. Supplemental Figures

(a)

(b)

(c)
Supplemental Figure 5-1. Uneven random SI 24.4 m (80 ft), 21.3 m (70 ft), 18.3 m (60 ft) more 21.3 m (70
ft) base age 25 unthinned total volume projections for 0.02 ha sample plots and three projection models.
Kernel density (violin plots) distributions of the repeated samples and 95% confidence bars (inside of the
violins). The projection type is indicated with the fill of the violins.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Supplemental Figure 5-2. Even systematic SI 24.4 m (80 ft), 21.3 m (70 ft), 18.3 m (60 ft) base age 25
unthinned total volume projections for 0.02 ha sample plots and three projection models. Kernel density
(violin plots) distributions of the repeated samples and 95% confidence bars (inside of the violins). The
projection type is indicated with the fill of the violins.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Supplemental Figure 5-3. Pure SI 21.3 m (70 ft) base age 25 thinned total volume projections for 0.02 ha
sample plots and three projection models. Kernel density (violin plots) distributions of the repeated samples
and 95% confidence bars (inside of the violins). The projection type is indicated with the fill of the violins.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Supplemental Figure 5-4. Uneven random SI 24.4 m (80 ft), 21.3 m (70 ft), 18.3 m (60 ft) more 21.3 (70 ft)
base age 25 thinned total volume projections for 0.02 ha sample plots and three projection models. Kernel
density (violin plots) distributions of the repeated samples and 95% confidence bars (inside of the violins).
The projection type is indicated with the fill of the violins.
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Chapter 6 Summary
The results of this work are applicable to those who conduct forest resource
assessments and use inventory data to make future predictions and projections of stand
conditions. In summary, auxiliary data has broad potential to enhance forest inventory
across many of the conditions evaluated. Further, the way in which inventory data are
aggregated and used to make future assessments can significantly differ in stands with
high levels of spatial heterogeneity. A brief summary of each research objective outlined
in the introduction is given below.
1) Unmanned aircraft system (UAS) imagery was found to be unreliable for use in
loblolly pine regeneration surveys. While the automated detection methods
performed well in some cases, significant natural regeneration, issues with image
quality, and inadequate sensors limited the success of the methods evaluated.
Recommendations for future studies include the use of cameras with a near
infrared band and aircraft GPS capable of real time kinematic positioning for
higher location accuracy. Additionally, large visible targets should be installed on
all validation sample locations.
2) Using lidar and stand thinning status as auxiliary data, both area and unit-level
small area estimation (SAE) models demonstrated potential to improve total
volume estimate precision across the conditions evaluated. Area-level methods
were found to provide reliable increases in precision and were more broadly
applicable than unit-level models.
3) Lidar point cloud density and elevation model spatial resolution had minimal
effects on estimates and estimate precision with the area-level SAE models
evaluated. In the conditions evaluated, estimates of stand density from lidar were
found to provide minimal improvements when incorporated in the SAE models.
Finally, the SAE models were found to provide reliable improvements in
precision across many repeated samples.
4) Plot and stand-level aggregation strategies resulted in similar estimates of
dominant height, stem density, basal area, and total volume for simulate stands
with low levels of spatial heterogeneity. At higher levels of spatial heterogeneity,
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differences in total volume predictions were significant. Significant differences
were noted between model form while plot size and thinning status had minimal
effects.
There is opportunity to expand this work in future research. Seedling detection with
UAS has the potential to improve using improved aircrafts, cameras, and image
processing techniques. New streams of remotely sensed data such as USDA National
Agriculture Imagery Program (U.S. Department of Agriculture 2018) imagery and NASA
ICESat-2 (NASA 2019) global elevation products have the potential to be used with
similar SAE techniques across broad spatial scales. Additionally, the use of SAE for
improving the precision of diameter distribution estimation is of interest to growers who
require accurate stand tables for management decisions. Finally, the effects of
aggregation strategy on stand table projection have yet to be fully explored.
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